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The application of VSC-HVDC technology throughout the world has turned out to be 

an efficient solution regarding a large share of wind power in different power systems. 

This technology enhanses the overall reliability of the grid by utilization of the active 

and reactive power control schemes which allows to maintain frequency and voltage 

on busbars of the end-consumers at the required level stated by the network operator. 

This master’s thesis is focused on the existing and planned wind farms as well as 

electric power system of the Åland Islands. The goal is to analyze the wind conditions 

of the islands and appropriately predict a possible production of the existing and 

planned wind farms with a help of WAsP software program. Further, to investigate 

the influence of increased wind power it is necessary to develop a simulation model 

of the electric grid and VSC-HVDC system in PSCAD and examine grid response to 



 

 

different wind power production cases with respect to the grid code requirements and 

ensure the stability of the power system. 
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Abbreviations and symbols 

ABB   ASEA Brown Boveri 

AC   alternating current 

CSC    current source convertor 

DC   direct current 

FMI    Finnish Meteorological Institue 

GEODAS-NG GEOphysical DAta System - Next Generation 

GTO  gate turn-off thyristor 

HV   hight voltage 

HVDC  high-voltage direct current  

IEC   International Electrotechnical Commission 

IGBT   insulated-gate bipolar transistor 

LV   low voltage 

MCP   method of correlation prediction 

MV   middle voltage 

PI controller  proportional integrating controller 

PLL  phase-locked-loop 

PSCAD EMTDC  Power Systems Computer Aided Design Electromagnetic 

Transients including Direct Current 

PWM    pulse width modulation 



 

 

SRTM   Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 

UTM   Universal Transverse Mercator 

VCO   voltage controlled oscillator 

VSC  voltage source converter 

WAsP  Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program 

 

T   absolute temeperature [K] 

   air density [kg/m3] 

vС   coefficient of wind speed variation  

grossP   gross wind power [W] 

V    mean wind speed [m/s] 

M    molar mass [g/mole] 

v    root mean square error 

gr

jV    wind speed gradation 

h    altitude [m] 

    empirically derived exponent influenced by the stability of the  

             atmosphere 

R   ideal gas constant [J/(mol·K0)] 

rZ   reference height [m] 



 

 

A   rotor swept area [m2] 

0P   sea level standart atmospheric pressure [kPa] 

L   temperature lapse rate [K/m] 

0Z   terrain surface roughness length [m] 

U   wind speed [m/s] 

)(hv   wind speed at the height h  above the ground [m/s] 

Xj   interval length 

 cos(𝜑) power coefficient  

𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖   gain coefficients of proportional and integral components of the PI  

             controller 

𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑔𝑒𝑛

   installed capacity of a wind farm [kW] 

A , k   Weibull parameters [m/s] 

B   susceptance [B] 

G   conductance [S] 

k  number of intervals [units] 

N   number of gradations [units] 

P  power density [W/m²] 

P0   no-load transformer losses [kW] 

Pkn   transformer copper losses [kW] 

Pset, Qset required active and reactive power [W, VAr] 



 

 

S  total capacity [VA] 

t(V )  frequency distribution of wind directions by sector 

t(V)   frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class 

Xi   series of data 

Zk   positive sequence leakage reactance [p.u.] 

𝐶   capacitance [µF] 

𝐸(Т)   energy over a period of time T [kWh] 

𝐾    capacity factor 

𝐿   inductance [H] 

𝑅   resistance [Ohm] 

𝑋   reactance [Ohm] 

𝑍    load impedance [Ohm] 

𝑓   frequency [Hz] 

𝑖    magnitude of current [A] 

𝑝   absolute pressure in Pa 

𝑣   magnitude of voltage [V] 

𝜃    ramp signal theta [rad] 

𝜔   frequency [rad/s] 

 

 



 

 

Subindexes 

0   sea level 

ABC   3-phase 

AC   alternating current 

d, q   d-axis and q-axis in Park transformation 

DC    direct current 

gen  generator 

i,j  index 

max   maximum 

min   minimum 

PWM   pulse-width modulation 

r , set, ref  reference value 

rated   rated value 

sine   sinusoidal signal 

standart standart value 
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1 Introduction 

Wind power sector has received widespread attention over the last 10 years. Many 

countries throughout the world adopted the renewable energy industry and actively 

developing it on land and sea. Despite all the difficulties the total capacity of wind 

power steadily increasing and the rated power of the most advanced wind generators 

lies in the range from 2 to 8 MW. The rapid increase in power leads to the fact that 

wind sector will inevitably meet the challenge of the integration of uneven and 

unpredictable incoming energy in the energy system. 

This master thesis examines the Åland archipelago located in the Baltic Sea between 

Finland and Sweden. Currently, the islands are supplied with electricity through 

alternarive current submarine cables from the neighboring regions. In 2015-2016 it’s 

planned to build two large wind farms and to construct high-voltage direct current 

(HVDC) submarine cable, which will increase the reliability of power supply of the 

archipelago and will allow exporting surplus electricity to Finland. 

The paper is devoted to the analysis and calculation of wind resources, as well as 

computer modeling of development of existing and planned wind power stations, 

taking into account the climatic parameters, micro- and macro-relief issues. In 

addition a simplified model of the power system of the Åland Islands was constructed 

with the help of PSCAD EMTDC software. has been studied the influence of 

asynchronity in generating wind power stations implementing high-voltage DC power 

supply system of the Åland Islands and the quality of power supply to consumers. 
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2 Short description of the object 

2.1 Geografical location 

Åland Islands is an archipelago in the Baltic Sea at the entrance to the Gulf of Bothnia, 

autonomy within Finland inhabited by Finnish Swedes, which has a special 

demilitarized and monolingual status (Figure 1.1 [1]). 

.  

Figure 1.1                         The geographical location of the Åland Islands. 

 

In the east the archipelago is separated from the mainland of Finland by the 

Archipelago Sea, in the west it is separated from Sweden by the strait South Kvarken.  

The capital of the archipelago Mariehamn is the third largest port of the country. 

Åland Islands are a "state within a state" with its own government, parliament and 

citizenship. Åland is divided into 16 municipalities, which are combined into 3 sub-

region: Archipelago, the village and Mariehamn. A summary of the Åland Islands is 

given in the Table 1.1. 
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Table 2.1.                                         Summary of the Åland Islands. 

Total areal 1,580 km2 

Lakes and streams 27 km2 

Land area 1,553 km2 

Arable land and gardens 140 km2 

Forests 937 km2 

Largest lake Eastern and Western Kyrksundet 2.6 km2 

Highest point Orrdalsklint 129 m 

National borders 0.5 km (border with Sweden at Märket) 

Average temperature January -2.5° C 

July 15.9° C 

Population 1 January 2014 28 666 inh. 

Population density 1 January 2014 18.5 inh./km2 

Population figure, capital (2014) Mariehamn (municipality)  

11 393 inh.  

2.2 Transport 

Communication with the mainland Finland is organized by different companies. The 

archipelago can be reached by small ferries that run regularly. These ferries also ply 

inside the islands. In Marienhamn one can move by bus and travel withi the city is 

free of charge. 

2.3 Climate 

The climate of the islands is temperate continental maritime which is a milder climate 

than the neighboring areas of continental Finland. The average annual temperature is 

7-8 ° C. In summer, the average temperature rises to 15 ° C (July), winter drops to -4 

° C (January). In general, the climate of islands fairly uniform due to the influence of 

the Baltic Sea: the sea is slowly heated in the summer thus gives the islands a long 

fall, but in the spring the air is heated significantly longer than on the continent. 

Annual average rainfall is low - 550 mm. Freeze-up usually takes place in mid-

January, the ice goes in late April or early May. 
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2.4 Relief and flora of the Åland Islands 

The length of the archipelago from north to south –is 130 km. It consists of 6,757 

islands (of which 60 are inhabited), being the largest cluster of islands in the world. 

The total area is 1552 square kilometers and about 27 square kilometers of the 

archipelago are rivers and lakes. The islands are hilly, composed of granites and 

gneisses. Numerous small islands and rocks that occupy large areas within the 

archipelago called the Skerries and usually uninhabited.The largest of the islands - the 

Åland Island, covering an area of 685 square kilometers. The highest point of the 

archipelago - Orrdalsklint hill whose height is 129 meters. Most of the island, about 

80% of the territory occupied by pine and deciduous (mainly ash) forests, bushes, 

meadows and arable land. 

2.5 Economy of the Åland Islands 

The economy of the Åland Islands is based on the production and processing of crop 

production (sugar beet, potatoes, wheat, barley, oats and onions), dairy farming, 

fisheries, tourism, pulp and paper industry, services, trade and transportation. 

There are more that 2000 enterprises registered in the archipelago most of which 

(30%) are working in the field of trade and tourism. About 20% of the existing 

enterprises engaged in construction, mostly wooden houses, which is associated with 

the presence of a large base construction and delivery of almost a third of all houses 

for rent to tourists, whose number is continuously growing from year to year (more 

than 2 million). The main tourist flow comes from neighboring Sweden and Finland. 

17% of companies operating in the Åland Islands financial sector. Insurance and 

banking are now becoming an important source of income. 10% of enterprises 

engaged in the production of industrial products and transportation. Location of the 

Åland Islands halfway between the major industrial areas of highly developed 

countries such as Sweden and Finland, making the island an important transit point 
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between them. Today, income from transportation of goods through the territory of 

the Åland Islands gives a third of regional GDP [2]. 
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3 Overview of the present energy system of the Åland Islands 

3.1 Production, import and export of the electricity  

This chapter presents data on production, exports and imports of the electricity (Figure 

3.1).  

According to the figure electricity consumption is temperature dependent and from 

year to year it fluctuates dramatically, but on average, the rate of increase in 

consumption during the last ten years is around 1,3 percent. 

 

Figure 3.1.               Production of  the electricity in the period from 1991 to 2013. 

 

According to the Table 3.1 and Figure 3.2 the total electricity supply was 294.0 GWh 

compared to 296.4 GWh in 2012 (0.8 percent decrease). The national grid transmitted 
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volume was 279.5 GWh in 2013 compared to 281.4 GWh in 2012, the transfer of the 

grid fell by 0.7 percent.  

Electricity production of the CHP plant in Mariehamn was 2.2 GWh (2.0 GWh, 2012). 

This is an insignificant amount due to energy production of the Åland’s grid consists 

mostly of imports. The importation of electricity from Sweden was 215.0 GWh (212.4 

GWh in 2012). From Finland - 17.8 GWh (19.7 GWh in 2012).  

Energy production from the local wind farms was 45.9 GWh (48.5 GWh in 2012) and 

from fossil fuel-based generation 0.8 GWh (0.8 GWh in 2012). 

The total wind power generation from 21 wind turbines, before grid losses are taken 

into account, was 58.9 GWh (61.4 GWh in 2012). Wind power's total share of total 

electricity supply was 19.8 per cent against 20.7 per cent in 2012. 

The main share of electric loading is made by the household. 

Table 3.1.                    Analysis of energy production and consumption in 2013. 

 2012 2013 Change in % 

13/12 MWh % MWh % 

Total energy supply 281438 100 279488 100 −0,7 

Vattenfall Distribution AB (from 

Sweden) 

212431 75,5 214954 76,9 1,2 

Fortum Distribution Ltd 19 685 7 17754 6,4 -9,8 

Local energy production from fossil 

fuel-based sources 

823 0,3 837 0,3 1,7 

Local energy production from wind 

power 

48498 17,2 45944 16,4 -5,3 

Total energy consumption and 

export 

281438 100 279488 100,0 -0,7 

Mariehamns stads elverk 106789 37,9 104352 37,3 -2,3 

Ålands Elandelslag 161273 57,3 161262 57,7 0 

Mariehamns Energy Ltd 

(auxiliaries) 

2714 1,0 2591 0,9 -4,5 

Grid losses 10652 3,8 11276 4,0 5,9 

Export 10 0,004 7 0,003 -33,3 
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Figure 3.2.                           Electriciy supply and consumption in percents (2013). 

 

Curve of production and consumption for the whole 2013 year is shown in the Figure 

3.3. Peak loads occurred at 3, 11 and 50 week, the minimum load was at 29 week [3]. 
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Figure 3.3.                     Production, consumption and an average peak power in 2013. 

 

3.2 Highest peak power 

The highest measured peak power consumption of 67, 9 MW occurred in Åland’s 

energy system on 15.02.2011 between 09:00 and 10:00 am.  

Just a few years ago the power limit of 60 MW wasn’t reached even during overload. 

Since then several of the most recent peak levels exceeded 60 MW, according to [3] 

there is a high possibility to overcome 70 MW level during cold period, when the 

temperature drops slightly below zero. The current load is now about 50 MW within 

all the days in Åland’s energy system. 

The power development is in line with Kraftnät Åland Ab's forecast and underlines 

the need for increased reserve power capacity to cope with a break of Sweden cable 

whenever it occurs.  
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The increase in consumption tend to continue and should be higher in a colder year. 

The Figure 3.4 below represents how the electricity consumption in Åland’s energy 

system evolved over the years. 

 

Figure 3.4.                       History of electricity generation and consumption. 

 

3.3 Electrical grid of Åland Islands 

The basic idea of the power transmission is to transport electrical energy from 

generators to the consumers with the best efficiency as well as the costs and network 

stability is kept at an acceptable level. For the transmission of electricity over long 

distances high voltage levels are used to minimize transmission losses. In the Finnish 

grid nominal voltages that used for electricity transmission are 400, 220 and 110 

kV. In Åland Islands 110 kV voltage level is used for Sweden cable and 45 kV level 

is used for the transmission of electrical energy within the landscape.  

For the electrical networks in both Finland and Åland three-phase alternating voltage 

with a frequency of 50 Hz is used. Transmission system operator in Finland is Fingrid 
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Oy; the Åland network owned, operated, developed and maintained by Kraftnät Åland 

Ab.  

The current connection between the Ålandic and the Swedish network is made via 

Swedish cable, which in 2009 provided the Åland Islands with over 70% of its 

electrical energy. The first cable was developed in 1973 and the replaced in 2000. The 

cable connects 70 kV Waterfall electricity distribution network in Senneby, Uppland, 

Sweden to Åland Ltd's substation in Tings Backa. 

Although the power transmission in today's networks are based almost exclusively on 

the use of AC technology, there are individual cases where the the use of a high 

voltage direct current connection called HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current) may 

be a better option. Especially in cases where long-distance power transmission is 

required and usage of uninsulated overhead lines is not possible without wiring 

passing over land or in water.  

The long transmission distance and the fact that the cable route goes through water 

makes implementation of a HVDC connection is the most suitable option for the 

Åland’s network. 

The Åland electricity market has been deregulated since January 1, 2000. Thereby 

anyone can trade electricity in the Åland’s market as well as freely choose from the 

list of available electricity suppliers to purchase electricity. There are currently four 

electricity suppliers that sell electricity to end users in Åland: Mariehamns stads 

elverk, Åland Elandelslag, Åland Energi AB, Allwinds. 
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The grid is represented in the Figure 3.5 and includes:  

 18 substations 

 60,4 km of 110 kV cable lines 

 15,7 km of 110 kV overhead lines 

 85 km of 45 kV cable lines 

 151,5 km of 45 kV overhead lines 

Total: 312,6 km of power lines [4]. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.                                   Electrical grid of the Åland Islands. 
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3.4 On-going extensions in the Åland’s power system 

At the moment interconnection capacity between Sweden and Finland is 80 MW, but with 

the reinforcement of Åland’s electricity network the technical limit for transmission 

capacity will be enlarged to 80 MW to both ends. 

New high-voltage direct current (HVDC) connection as well as substations, converter 

stations and 110 kV lines are planned by Kraftnet Åland Ltd in 2015.  

Connection between Åland Islands and mainland Finland will be done by ±80kV HVDC 

submarine cables with 130 MWA (100 MW) designed by Pöyry Ltd. Due to the HVDC 

connection electricity will be transmitted along 158 km with minimal electrical losses.  

In addition to that ABB Ltd is going to develop, construct and commission two HVDC 

converter stations in Ytterby (Åland) and Naantali (Finland). Connection between the 

existing substation and new converter station will be realized by 110 kV transmission line. 

It is expected the project will be completed in the beginning of 2016 and will guarantee 

the security of electricity supply approximately for 30 years. 

After modernization of the grid electricity import from Sweden will be transferred through 

the new 110 kV substation Tellholm adjoining to the current substation Tingsbacka. 

Besides, the new substation will make possible additional wind farm connection in the 

nearest future. 

New HVDC substation Ytterby will be connected to Tingsbacka by new 110 and 45 kV 

transmission lines. In order to accomplish this task the new 110 kV line feeder will 

implement Tingsbacka switchgear. Another 110 kV overhead line is planned as branch 

connection between abovementioned stations to the Norrböle substation through the 

connection point in Ingby. A new 110/45 kV substation with 63 MWA transformer is 

going to be built in Norrböle alongside with the existing 45 kV substation.  
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Also on the Finnish side there will be 110 kV cable which is going to connect new HVDC 

substation with Naatali 110 kV substation [5], [6]. 

3.5 Back-up capacity 

Total back-up power capacity owned by Kraftnät Åland Ab is 48 MW and includes 

capacities of the local distribution company Mariehamns Energi Ab. In the case of 

blackout on Swedish side the local back-up generators provide Åland network with 

required power. Nevertheless, the present back-up capacity is insufficient to cover the 

whole amount of power imported from Sweden. 

Current backup power in Åland consists of Åland Energy Ltd-owned production units: 

 Gas turbine GT100, Tingbacka 11.2 MW 

 Gas turbine GT01, Mariehamn 11.2 MW 

 Diesel generator G1, Mariehamn 15.5 MW 

 Diesel generator G4, Mariehamn 7.6 MW 

 Diesel generator G6, Mariehamn 2.5 MW 

Total back-up capacity: 48 MW [3]. 
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3.6 Existing wind power plants 

In the recent years, Åland’s electricity market has diversified and the proportion of 

electricity generated from renewables has increased. At the moment, there are 3 wind farm 

owners: Ålands Vindenergi Andelslag (AVA), Ålands Vindkraft Ab (AVJ), Leovind Ab. 

Besides there is one company Allwinds which is responsible for the operation of all wind 

farms on the islands. All the essential data about existing wind farms is presented in the 

Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5. There are 10 wind farms which include 21 wind turbines. Total 

capacity of the existing wind farms is 22,185 MW. It should be noted that all wind farms 

are onshore or semi-offshore type farms. 

 

Figure 3.5.                                     Existing wind farms location.
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Table 3.1.                                                                      Existing wind farms 

Number on map 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Wind farm name Mellanön Bredvik Knutsboda 4 
Lumparland 

1-2 
Vardö Brattö Pettböle 3 Kökar Kasberget 

Batskär 4, 

Batskär 5-6 

City Eckerö Eckerö Lemland Lumparland Vardö Föglö Finström Kökar Sottunga Lemland 

Commissioning 95/08 04/07 97/11 03/08 98/09 99/09 99/10 97/10 05/01 2007/07 

Turbine model 

Vestas 

V39/500 

Vestas 

V29/225 

Vestas 

V44/600 

Enercon 

E44/600 

Enercon 

E40/500 

Enercon 

E44/600 

Enercon 

E44/600 

Enercon 

E40/500 

Vestas 

V47/660 

Enercon 

E70/2300 

Hub height, m: 40 35 50 65 55 65 65 44 55 64 

Rotor diametr, m 39 29 44 44 40 44 44 40 47 71 

Unit’s nominal power. 

kW 
500 225 600 600 500 600 600 500 660 2300 

Cut-in wind speed, m/s 5 3.5 5 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 

Rated wind speed, m/s 16 14 17 13 14 13 13 14 17 16 

Cut-out wind speed, m/s 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

IEC 61400-1 class - - - IEC IIA IEC IIA IEC IIA IEC IIA IEC IIA IEC IIA IEC IIA 

Type of blade 

regulation 

Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch Pitch 
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Generator type Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronou

s 

Synchronous Synchro

nous 

Synchron

ous 

Synchronou

s 

Synchro

nous 

Asynchron

ous 

Doubly-fed 

induction 

generator 

Number of units: 1 1 4 2 1 1 3 1 1 6 

Operator: AVA JGV AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA Leovind Ab 

Owner: AVA JGV AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA AVA Leovind Ab 
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Annual wind power production for the last 4 years is represented in the Figure 3.6 

below. According to the diagram, wind conditions are pretty stable and the annual 

wind power production deviates negligibly year by year around 5-6% at maximum.  

In the last 3 years energy consumption is decreasing approximately by 2% per year 

and the average value is around 290 GWh, the average value of annual wind power 

production is around – 60,8 GWh/a and the share of wind power with respect to annual 

energy consumption of Åland Islands is around 21%. 

 

Figure 3.6.       Annual wind power production and total energy consumption of Åland Islands. 

 

By the way, in 2015-2016 the situation is going to change dramatically due to the 

acception of the feed-in tariff system for renewable generation of the islands. 

Currently, there are 2 large upcoming projects which are described in the next chapter. 

3.7 Planned wind power plants 

Nowadays Åland Islands is a region that is heavily dependent on the import of 

electricity from Sweden and Finland. But in the next few years the situation should 

change with the introduction of state support, namely feed-in tariff, which will 

seamlessly create new possibilities of enlargement of renewable sector.  

In that case the Åland Islands will become a large importer of renewable energy and 

the security of electricity supply will be noticeably improved.  
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According to the information from Åland’s largest wind farm operator Allwinds there 

are 2 large upcoming projects: Långnabba I, II and Östra Skärgården (Figure 3.7). 

 

Figure 3.7.                                        Planned wind farm projects. 

 

3.7.1 Project Långnabba I, II  

Project Långnabba I and II are joint projects in which 3 wind power suppliers are 

involved: AVA, AVJ, Leovind Ab. The aim of the project is to increase wind power 

share of electricity production on the islands from 21% to 40-42% with the existing 

wind farms, reduce carbon emissions and dependence on imported fuels and 

electricity. Furthermore, in case of excess wind energy production the surplus can be 

exported to the nearby regions 
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Project Långnabba I and II are calculated to produce 75-90 GWh/a together. The size 

of wind turbines chosen is in the class from 2.0 to 3.6 MW. Negotiations with selected 

manufacturers currently underway and wind turbine supplier hasn’t been selected yet.  

 

The wind turbines consist of a tower erected on the foundation, a rotor with three rotor 

blades, a machine room, which among other the mechanical power transmission and 

electric generator is located. The rotor diameter will be 80-120 m and the hub height 

of 100-140. The rotor has a variable speed from 10 to 20 RPM/min depending on the 

selected manufacturers. Therefore, the speed is lower at lower wind speeds. The 

turbines start producing electricity at a wind speed of about 2.5-4 m / s, reaches full 

power at about 12-15 m / s, and stops when the 10-minute average wind speed is over 

25 m / s. The parameters above, however, depends on the choice of manufacturers and 

haven’t specified yet.  

 

A wind turbine can produce electricity for 20-25 years. Turbine life can be extended 

by the replacing of deteriorated parts to 50 years of operation. 

 

The turbines should be connected with a 20-36 kV ground cable of the length 

approximately 900 m. Optionally it may be necessary to build a substation and then 

link it with the Åland grid. It is worth mentioning that according to Åland grid 

requirements the plants must be equipped with so-called "fault ride through 

"technology which helps to support the grid during disturbances in the network. All 

the essential preliminary engineering tasks are represented in the Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2.                  Preliminary engineering tasks for the project Långnabba I and II 

Wind farm name: Långnabba I, II 

Location:  Eckerö 

Status:  

Långnabba I is ready to start as soon as the 

financial issues are solved. Långnabba II is under 

the permitting process. 

Hub height, m:  80-100 

Rotor diametr, m 80-90  

Unit’s nominal power. kW: 3000  

Total nominal power. kW: 48000 

Number of units: 10 

Estimated production 

Långnabba I: 6×7500 MWh 

Långnabba II: 4×7500 MWh 

Total production: ~75-90 GWh 

Annual Operating Time 7 500-8000 h 

Utilisation (Corresponding Net Production) about 2800 h / a 

 

3.7.2 Project Östra Skärgården (Eastern archipelago) 

AVA along with the AVJ and Leovind Ltd is planning a large wind farm in the south 

of Seglinge and Kumlinge. To realize the project it is necessary to implement the 

Finnish feed-in tariff system as well as the new HVDC cable which connects Finland 

and Åland Islands. 

The project is expected to consist of 35-40 wind turbines in the 3 MW class (total 

capacity is around 100 MW). Project Eastern archipelago is planned to be connected 

to the HVDC cable via the substation in Sottunga and expected to produce about 300 

GWh /a compared with Åland's total electricity consumption which is about 290 GWh 

/a. Currently, there is no detailed technical information about this project, but within 

the framework of this research the project will be considered with all necessary 

assumptions and simplifications. All the data available is represented in the Table 3.3 

[7]. 
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Table 3.3.              Preliminary engineering tasks for the project Östra Skärgården 

Wind farm name: Project Östra Skärgården 

Location:  
Offshore wind farm in the south of Seglinge and 

Kumlinge 

Status:  

In order to fulfill the project the HVDC “Finnish Cable” 

must be built, the Finnish feed-in system should be 

realized and sufficient land should be leased.  

Hub height, m:  80-100 

Rotor diametr, m 80-90  

Unit’s nominal power. kW: 3000  

Total nominal power. kW: 100000 

Number of units: 35-40 

Estimated production Approximately 300 GWh/year 

Type Unknown 

Operator:  Developer: Ålands Vindenergi Andelslag 

Owner:  Owner: Ålands Vindenergi Andelslag 
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4 Wind resources analysis 

To analyze the wind resources Finnish Meteorological Institute provided the 

information about meteodata from 3 meteostations of Åland Islands on the request 

from LUT which includes: 8 years of 10 min wind speed and wind direction 

measurements on the height of the meteostations’s anemometer, sea level, observation 

station level pressure in hPa and ambient temperature. 

The geographical locations of the meteostations are represented in the Figure 4.1 and 

Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1.                               Location of the meteostations on the map. 

 

Table 4.1.                                Geographical coordinates of meteostations. 

Meteostations Market Nyhamn Kumlinge 

Latitude 60,30° 59,96° 60,26° 

Longitude 19,13° 19,95° 20,75° 

Anemometer height above ground level, m 18 16 12 

Anemometer height above sea level, m 21 25 22,5 

Barometer  height above sea level, m 15,1 12 22,5 

Thermometer height above ground level, m 13 2 2 
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4.1 Analysis of the weather data for errors 

Before the implementation meteodata should be analyzed for errors, overlaps and 

missing values. As part of the initial data was presented with non-normalized 

measurement interval, the total number of measurements for all meteostations for 7 

years exceeded 367920. Therefore, all the series of measurements were reduced to the 

standard 10 - minute interval by removing redundant data. 

The results of data processing show that initial information is provided in sufficient 

quantity and the amount of data to be recovered is less than 0.5% for all the 

meteostations.The table 4.2 shows that the average availability of data is high (above 

90 % - bankable data), which corresponds to the requirements of IEC 61400-12 and 

MEASNET reccomendations [8]. 

Table 4.2. Analysis of the initial data 

Meteostations 

Time period 

Raw data 

(in rows) 

Cleaned data (in 

rows) 

% with respect to 

needed data 

volume 

Market 01.01.2008 – 31.12.2014 380406 379841 0,15 

Nyhamn 01.01.2008 – 31.12.2014 383022 380816 0,00 

Kumlinge 01.01.2008 – 31.12.2014 382797 381421 0,36 

 

The measurement data of various meteorological parameters is the basic data needed 

for the evaluation procedure of land which forms the input for the calculation 

procedures for extrapolation to the appropriate position and height. The required data 

to be measured: wind speed; wind direction; turbulence. The temperature, pressure 

and humidity can also be obtained from other sources available in the area. 

The data collection system must record and store the averaged 10-minute values of 

wind speed, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values. The measurement 

period should cover at least 12 complete and consecutive months, at least to be able 

to evaluate the seasonal variation of wind speed. 
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In accordance with international standards measurement is considered incomplete in 

case of the following conditions: 

- Measuring period lasts less than 12 months 

- The availability of the measured data is less than 90% 

- Availability of data after application of the method of correlation prediction 

(MCP) is less than 95% 

Measurements are taken at a height of at least 2/3 of the proposed hub height of wind 

turbines with a radius of representation, depending on the type of terrain. In case of 

simple terrain the representation radius is 10 km, while for complex terrain conditions 

this value is only 2 km. Higher height measurements will reduce the uncertainty of 

vertical extrapolation of wind conditions and therefore can be required in special 

cases. For the modelling of the vertical wind profile it is necessary to perform wind 

measurements at least at two heights.  

Availability of the measurement data of all meteostations is more than 90%, and the 

measurement period covers 7 years of observation, the distance from the existing wind 

farm to the nearest meteostation is presented in Table 4.3. It is obvious that for all 

existing wind farms except №10 additional wind atlas should be implemented to meet 

the abovementioned requirements of the representation radius. Thus, in the next 

chapters the Finnish Atlas is considered as an additional source of information [9]. 

Table 4.3. Distance between the wind farm and the nearest meteostation 

Wind farm № Distance to the nearest meteostation, km 

1 21,1 
2 25,3 

3 13,7 
4 22,7 

5 19,7 

6 20,5 
7 46,7 

9 37 
10 1,2 
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4.2 Methods utilized for calculation of the frequency distribution of mean wind 

speed by class and frequency distribution of wind directions by sector 

To explore the wind regime in details it is needed to calculate frequency distribution 

of wind speed and directions. 

Calculations of the frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class t(V) and 

frequency distribution of wind directions by sector t(V ) are needed to be performed 

with real wind speed Vi and direction data V i  (i=1,…, n) after elimination of errors 

and nonhomogenity within the assumption of statistical stationarity. 

Series of data Xi  (i=1,2,…,n) should be divided into k intervals with a length Xj: 

Xj = Xj+1 – Xj                                               (4.1) 

Where  j=1,…,k – interval number; Xj+1 and Xj  –boundaries of j interval. 

In that case frequency in the Xj  can be calculated according to the Equation: 

t(Xj)  = 
1n

m j
                                     (4.2) 

Where mj – number of values which can be referred to the particular interval Xj , that 

is Xj  Xi   Xj+1; n – total number of measurements within considered time period X  

In this research 6 standard intervals were: 02; 36; 710; 1114; 1518; 1925 m/s.   

As a rule, intervals can be recalculated to gradations by the Equation: 

)(5,0 1 jj

gr

j VVV                                            (4.3) 

Where the left boundary of j gradation gr

jV  is the average value of two adjacent 

boundaries 1jV  and jV . 

Thus, (4.2) can be transformed into: 
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                                        t( gr

jV )  = 
1n

m j
                                (4.4) 

                                         
gr

jV = 0,5 ( gr

jV  + gr

jV 1 )                                     (4.5) 

Where t( gr

jV ) – frequency of wind speed in j gradation; 
gr

jV , m/s – average wind 

speed in j gradation; gr

jV  – interval of j gradation; mj, о.е.– amount of wind speeds 

Vi  (i=1,…, n), referred to j gradation, that is gr

jV Vi
gr

jV 1 ; n, n – total number of 

measurements within considered time period T.  

Also, (4.4) can be used for calculation of the frequency distribution of wind directions 

by sector t(V ).In the research 12 sectors from 00 to 3600 with a step of 150 were 

implemented. 

The calculation of the average speed is performed according to the Equation: 

                                           V =
n

V
n

i

i
1                                                 (4.6) 

Where n – total amount of observation for speed for the period T. 

Or via distribution of wind speeds by gradations t(V): 

                             



N

grgr VtVV
1j

jj  ) (                                        (4.7) 

Where N – number of gradations. 

Usually root mean square error and coefficient of variation are used to describe wind 

speed distribution curve since it is assymetrical by its nature.  

Root mean square error is calculated according to the Equaion: 
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Or via distribution of wind speeds by gradations: 
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Coefficient of wind speed variation characterizes the turbulence intensity of change 

of wind speed with respect to average value and is determined by the Equation: 

                                             VСv                                                    (4.10) 

The most favourable condition for installation of wind farm is when the Cv value is 

less than 0,5.   

4.3 Temporal variations of wind speed and direction 

Temporal variability of the average speed and other characteristics of the wind 

due to regular geophysical processes are of great importance because they determine 

sustained change in weather and climate during the day due to the Earth's rotation 

around its axis and the corresponding periodic change in the radiation balance of the 

Earth's surface and year due to slope of the Earth's rotation axis and the rotation of the 

Earth in an elliptical orbit around the sun  and the corresponding changes in the 

general circulation of the atmosphere. Time variations of wind speed most notably 

seen in the surface of the atmosphere (thickness of a few hundred meters). With the 

distance from the earth's surface their amplitude is reduced significantly.Temporal 

variations of wind speed can be divided into the following categories: long-term; 

annual; daily and short-term. 

It should be noticed that variation range of wind directions changes as well as the 

variation of the wind speed. Long-term variations of the small wind directions lying 
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within 30 degrees interval, but the annual variation can be up to 180 degrees. Also as 

a result of the turbulence of the air flow significant short-term variations in the wind 

direction occur and they must be considered in the design and placement of wind 

turbines. Also short-term variations in wind speed and direction affect the orientation 

system of the wind turbine. 

4.3.1 Long-term variations in wind speed 

Long-term variation in wind speed is the change in average annual wind speeds for 

several years which have a significant impact on long-term energy production of wind 

turbines. Many meteorologists concluded that to obtain reliable values of the mean 

annual wind speed in the area a series of observation for at least 5-10 years are needed. 

The Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2 shows the change in average annual wind speeds from 

2008 to 2014 on the meteostations hub height. As can be seen from the Figure 4.2 and 

Table 4.4, average wind slightly varies from year to year, but nevertheless it is 

necessary to study wind speed variations should be studied on shorter time intervals. 

Table 4.4.       Long-term variations of the average wind speed (m/s) for 3 meteostations. 

Meteostaion 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Market 7,64 7,25 7,37 7,83 7,72 7,60 7,39 

Nyhamn 7,80 7,18 7,26 7,90 7,77 7,40 7,65 
Kumlinge 8,61 7,59 7,42 8,28 8,11 7,73 7,78 

 

 

Figure 4.2.        Long-term variations of the average wind speed (m/s) for 3 meteostations. 
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4.3.2 Annual variations in wind speed 

Annual variation in the wind speed is the average monthly change in wind speed. In 

this study analysis was carried out on the long-term year for the observation period 

2008-2014. Figure 4.3 shows the annual variation of monthly average wind speeds 

for 3 meteostations. 

 

Figure 4.3. Annual variations of monthly average wind speeds for 3 meteostations. 

 

Studies have shown that straight annual variation of wind speed with a peak in autumn 

and winter months is dominated over the territory of the Åland Islands. From the 

figure it can be concluded that in March there is a change of pressure and wind fields 

in the summer period. The maximum speed is observed in January and December, the 

minimum in the spring and summer months - May, June and July. It should be pointed 

out that the cruves in the Figure 4.3 are well correlated to the load curves. 

4.3.3 Daily variations of wind speed 

Daily variation of wind speed is the change in average hourly wind speed during the 

day. Calculations showed that almost over the whole territory of the Åland Islands 

there is direct diurnal variation of wind speed with their increasing by day and 

weakening during the night. In winter, the diurnal variation of wind speed is subtle 

over the entire territory. In summer diurnal variation of the wind speed in the surface 

layer of the atmosphere is more pronounced: the maximum daily amplitudes occur in 
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the spring and summer up to 1 m/s (March) in the west, up to 1.3 m/s (August) in the 

central part and up 2.5 m/s (July) in the eastern part of the archipelago (see Figure 

4.4-4.6). 

 

 

Figure 4.4.  Average diurnal variation of wind speed in the 12 months for the period 2008-2014 for 

Market meteostation. 

 

 

Figure 4.5.  Average diurnal variation of wind speed in the 12 months for the period 2008-2014 for 

Nyhamn meteostation. 
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Figure 4.6.        Average diurnal variation of wind speed in the 12 months for the period 2008-2014 for 

Kumlinge meteostation. 

 

In this paper short-term variations in wind speed (turbulence and wind gusts) are not 

considered because there is no measurement data [10]. 

4.4 Air density calculation 

When estimating the wind power production it is necessary to know the air density on 

the hub height of wind turbine, because it directly influences power curve of the wind 

turbine. For instance, if the real air density is lower than the standart air density which 

is used by manufacturer (1,225 kg/m3), power curve will shift to the right in the area 

of higher wind speeds, thus the annual energy production may be significantly lower. 

On the contrary, if the real air density is higher than the standart value it can lead to 

overestimation of wind production. 

Basing on the temperature and atmospheric pressure initial data air density for the 

each 10-minute measurement interval was calculated by the Mendeleev-Clapeyron 

equation:  
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                                                                    (4.11) 
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Where   - air density, M  - molar mass (29 g/mole - for dry air), 𝑝 - absolute pressure 

in Pa, R - ideal gas constant (8,31447 J/(mol·K0)), T  - absolute temeperature in K. 

In order to account for the influence of height above sea level in the troposphere and 

to recalculate the air density from the air pressure sensor height to the hubheight of 

wind turbine the next Equations were used:  

hLT=T 0                                                         (4.12) 

LR

Mg

0

0 )
T

hL
1(PP 




                                                   (4.13) 

Where h - altitude above sea level (m), T -temeprature at altitude h ( K), 0T - sea level 

standart temperature (288,15 K), L - temperature lapse rate (0,0065 K/m), 0P - sea 

level standart atmospheric pressure (101,325 kPa). 

Dynamics of changes in mean monthly temperature for 3 meteostation for the period 

2008-2014 is presented in Figure. According to the Figure 4.7 temperature conditions 

in all parts of the Åland Islands are virtually identical. The warmest period is July and 

August, the coldest month – February. It should be noted that the duration of cold 

temperatures is only 3 months a year and the monthly mean values do not fall below 

-4 degrees. Hence the climate is favorable for the use of wind power and the ice-

related losses will be minimal. 

 

Figure 4.7.      Dynamics of changes in mean monthly temperature for 3 meteostation for the period 

2008-2014. 
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4.5 Power curve air density correction  

Generally, manufacturers provide wind turbine brochures only with the default power 

curves which are valid at standart air density (1,225 kg/m3). Furthermore, power 

curves suitable for calculations of site specific conditions aren’t available on the early 

phase of a project and can be only provided at later stages. Thus, in researches and 

early stages of a project power curve air density correction is the only right decision 

to avoid energy production errors which can be up to 5-10%.. 

In this research improved IEC 61400-12 method for power curve air density 

correction was used to decrease possible forecast errors of annual wind energy 

production of existing and planned wind farms.  

This standard contains the methodology of recalculating power curves at the real site 

air density to the standard air density, but in fact it is possible to make backward 

transformation from the standard air density to lower/higher air densities of the 

specific site. 

By the nature gross wind energy is proportional to the air density as the power of 

laminar wind is calculated by the equation: 

3

gross
2

1
P UA                                                (4.14) 

Where grossP  – gross wind power (W), A - rotor swept area (m2),  - air density 

(kg/m3), U - wind speed (m/s). 

By the way wind turbine cannot utilize all the available power due to aerodynamical, 

mechanical and electrical losses, generator size limitation. Moreover, the output level 

is maintained by pitch control system of wind turbine blades which changes the 

dependency between P and  .  

Inherently IEC 61400-12 method for power curve air density correction uses two-step 

calculation. 

On the first step each speed of the power curve is recalculated with respect to new air 

density: 
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1
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site

darts
dartssite UU




                                       (4.15) 

Where siteU - new wind speed (m/s), dartsU tan - standart wind speed derived from the 

power curve (m/s), darts tan - standart air density (1,225 kg/m3), site - new air density 

(kg/m3). 

On the second step corrected power values derived by interpolation of standart power 

values by the use of new wind speed values. Besides this method can lead to 

over/underestimation of production up to 5% because it doesn’t correct power output 

around the rated power good enough [11]. 

Thereby, to imitate turbine pitch control improved IEC method was used. The idea is 

to make corrections to the existing IEC method by implementing turbine pitch control 

imitation.  

The article propose a gradual increase of the 1/3 exponent in (4.15), from 1/3 at 7-

8m/s, to 2/3 at 12-13 m/s till the cut-off wind speed. This method was used to 

recalculate power curves of wind turbines to imply in WAsP software program [12]. 

4.6 Analysis of the whole time period 

Based on the Equations 4.1-4.10 the essential parameters of the each meteostation 

were calculated for further analysis (Table 4.5) 

Table 4.5.                                    Characteristics of the each meteostation. 

Meteostation Market Nyhamn Kumlinge 

Maximum wind speed over the period 2008-2014, m/s 27,6 25,7 21,8 

Prevailing wind direction, ˚ 150  210  210 

Average annual rate of the anemometer at a height over the period 2008-2014, 

m/s 

7,55 7,57 7,78 

The maximum wind speed in the 50 years of observation, m/s (from Finnish 

atlas) 

35,9 

The maximum temperature at the height of the thermometer over the period 

2008-2014, С0 

25,5 27,5 28,5 

The m temperature at the height of the thermometer over the period 2008-2014, 

С0 

-19 -18,1 -23 

Cv, о,е, 0,48 0,48 0,51 
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As can be seen from the results wind conditions are stable on the whole area of the 

Åland Islands due to the fact that average wind speed and variation coefficient are 

almost the same notwithstanding the distance between meteostations: the straight line 

distance between 1 and 2 meteostation is 60 km, the straight line distance between 2 

and 3 – 55, 5 km; 1 and 3 – 89, 7  km. 

It is very important to note that wind speed at Kuminge is different from the average 

speed at Market and Nyhamn despite wind anemometr elevations are almost equal. In 

addition to that, according to the Figure 4.8 the frequency distribution of mean wind 

speed of the 3rd meteostation by class is in stark contrast to the 1st and 2nd and the 

curve is shifted to significantly lower speeds. This fact can be explained by improper 

installation of the wind measurement equipment or topographic features of 

surrounding area such as location near the forest. Thus, data from the Finnish Wind 

Atlas by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) [13] was used for further analysis 

of wind conditions and intermittency with the purpose of correlation of the 10-min 

data from 3rd meteostation with the other two weather stations. 

 

Figure 4.8.         Frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class for 3 meteostations (for the whole 

period of measurements 2008-2014). 
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4.7 Recalculation of the Kumlinge meteostation measurements 

Before WAsP implementation the data measured on the Kumlinge meteotation was 

recalculated with respect to the wind shear profile gained from FMI wind atlas at the 

exact location. In this research it is assumed that underestimation of wind speed at the 

anemometrs height on the Kumlinge site was caused by tower shading and measured 

data is not valid. Generally, to avoid this situation there are several anemometrs which 

are installed at different heights with different orientation to the most frequent wind 

direction. As there is only the data from one anemometer, the wind speed correction 

of the each wind sector was made according to the Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6.                        FMI windshear by sectors for Kumlinge meteostation. 

Wind 

sector 

Height, m Logarithmic trend for wind 

speed (m/s) dependency on 

height h (m) 

23 
50 75 100 125 

1 7,4 8,2 8,5 8,9 9,1 1,0105ln(h) + 4,2128 

2 6,5 7 7,3 7,6 7,6 0,7065ln(h) + 4,2551 

3 5,6 6,2 6,4 6,7 6,9 0,775ln(h) + 3,1278 

4 5,9 6,4 6,7 6,8 7 0,6259ln(h) + 3,9614 

5 7,3 8,2 8,6 9 9,2 1,1178ln(h) + 3,814 

6 7,7 8,6 9 9,4 9,6 1,1178ln(h) + 4,214 

7 7,6 8,8 9,3 9,9 10,1 1,4816ln(h) + 2,9828 

8 8,3 9,3 9,7 10,2 10,4 1,246ln(h) + 4,3978 

9 7,7 8,7 9,2 9,6 9,9 1,313ln(h) + 3,5522 

10 7,7 8,3 8,6 8,8 9 0,7541ln(h) + 5,3452 

11 7,8 8,7 9,1 9,5 9,7 1,1178ln(h) + 4,314 

12 7,7 8,5 8,9 9,3 9,4 1,0299ln(h) + 4,477 

 

Every 10-min average speed of each sector from initial measured data at Kumlinge 

anemometer’s height was multiplied by the ratio of the wind speed from the 1st column 

of the Table 4.6 to the yearly average wind speed of each sector of measured data. 

The resulting frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class is represented in the 

Figure 4.9. As it can be seen from the picture after recalculation all 3 meteostations 

seem to be in a good correlation. 
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Figure 4.9.         Frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class for 3 meteostations (for the whole 

period of measurements 2008-2014) after correction of Kumlinge measurement data. 

 

4.8  Choosing typical year 

The main characheristics of the wind for all the meteostations are represented in the 

Appendix I. As the frequency distribution of mean wind speed by sector and by class 

differs insignificantly from year to year for all meteostations, so it is possible to derive 

a typical year to simplify further calculations. Small deviations are caused by 

insignificant distinction between height of the measuring anemometer with respect to 

a sea level and character of a surrounding relief. 

Typical year should meet the next criterias: the smallest amounf of errors in raw data, 

minimum deviation of the average year wind speed from the average speed for the 

whole time period of measurements (see Table 4.7). 

Table 4.7.                                                  Choosing typical year. 

Year Market Nyhamn Kumlinge 

V  
% Cv % 

V  
% Cv % 

V  
% Cv % 

2008 7,64 1,25 0,49 1,37 7,80 3,14 0,49 2,03 8,61 7,88 0,52 2,05 

2009 7,25 3,87 0,48 0,18 7,18 5,04 0,48 0,28 7,59 4,27 0,51 0,04 

2010 7,37 2,34 0,51 5,32 7,26 3,96 0,48 0,55 7,42 6,45 0,51 1,34 

2011 7,83 3,64 0,45 6,53 7,90 4,37 0,47 1,31 8,28 4,20 0,50 0,82 

2012 7,72 2,21 0,48 0,14 7,77 2,67 0,47 2,14 8,11 2,22 0,50 1,83 

2013 7,60 0,73 0,47 3,09 7,40 2,03 0,46 2,51 7,73 2,48 0,50 1,03 

2014 7,39 2,03 0,49 2,23 7,65 1,15 0,49 2,97 7,78 1,90 0,51 0,19 

Average 7,55 - 0,48  7,56 - 0,48  7,93 - 0,51  
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Deviation from yearly calculated average value is represented in percents. 

The Table 4.7 shows that for Market 2013 should be the typical year, but 2014 is more 

preferable as it has the lowest wind speed deviation if one consider two remaining 

stations Nyhamn and Market. 

As a result, 2014 year was choosen for all locations as a typical year for further 

calculations. 

4.9  Wind shear profile 

When calculating wind production it is crucial to know the dependency of the wind 

speed on the height above the surface. There are several laws such as simple linear 

extrapolation, power law and logarithmic law that describe this dependency basing on 

the required calculation accuracy. In this project logarithmic law was used to 

recalculate wind speed from the anemometr’s height to the hub heights of the existing 

and planned wind farms to meet the requirements of WAsP. WAsP is based on an 

improved logarithmic law which depends on the terrain surface roughness length Z0 

and derived from the Prandtl's Boundary Layer Equation: 

)ln(

)ln(
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0

1

0

2

1

2

Z

h

Z

h

hv

hv
                                                        (4.16) 

Where 1h  and 2h - heights above the ground at a given point (m), )( 1hv and )( 2hv - 

wind speeds at the height 1h  and 2h (m/s), 0Z - terrain surface roughness length (m). 

As long as the condition of neutral stability of the atmosphere is fulfilled logarithmic 

wind law corresponds very well with the observed wind speed profile in the surface 

boundary layer. In case the surface boundary layer is unstable, the shift of wind speed 

with height will be less than predicted, and if the conditions are stable will shift more 

than expected according to the above equation. 

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEYQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hindawi.com%2Fjournals%2Fmpe%2F2013%2F724385%2F&ei=Xn0-VdSFBcSvUfCQgNgD&usg=AFQjCNHfApoQViPMyfKfAcGP_M-t4flRVA&sig2=aO_6RhRWmMS1pSOLbDwIHg&bvm=bv.91665533,d.d2s
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WAsP utilizes the combination of the logarithmic law and power law. The logarithmic 

power law is represented by the next equation: 

)()()(
r

r
Z

Z
ZvZv                                               (4.17) 

Where Z and rZ - desired height and reference height (m), )(Zv  and )(r Zv - wind 

speed at the height Z and known wind speed at a reference height rZ (m/s),  - 

empirically derived exponent influenced by the stability of the atmosphere. 

It is worth mentioning that WAsP takes into account stability effects and 

heterogeneities of the surrounding area. Therefore, the resulting wind shear slightly 

differs from the abovementioned equations, and the exponent is calculated according 

to the equation: 

rd

d

)( r

r
ZZ

Z

v

Zv

Z
                                              (4.18) 

Also, Fourier transformation and wave numbers are used in WAsP to provide wind 

speed gradient in the area of interest. Thereby, it is necessary to ascertain that wind 

shear of the considered sites corresponds with WAsP [12]. 
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4.10 Investigation of the possibility of usage WAsP software program 

Wind shears were extracted from the data files of meteostation locations Finnish Wind 

Atlas by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) [9]. The windshears of Market, 

Nyhamn and Kumlinge meteostations are calculated according to (4.16) and 

represented in the Table 4.8- and Figure 4.10-4.12. It should be noted that R2 is the 

sum of squared residual errors. 

Table 4.8.                                    Windshear of Market meteostation. 

Altitude (m) V (m/s) ln(h2/z0)/ln(h1/z0) v2/v1 Deviation, % 

50 8,3 1,05 1,05 0,61 

75 8,7 1,04 1,05 0,88 

100 9,1 1,03 1,01 1,61 

125 9,2 1,02 1,02 0,01 

150 9,4   

  

  

 

 

Figure 4.10.                                Windshear of Market meteostation. 

Table 4.9.                                         Windshear of Nyhamn meteostation. 

Altitude (m) V (m/s) ln(h2/z0)/ln(h1/z0) v2/v1 deviation, % 

50 8,3 1,05 1,05 0,61 

75 8,7 1,04 1,05 0,88 

100 9,1 1,03 1,02 0,54 

125 9,3 1,02 1,02 0,04 

150 9,5  
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Figure 4.11.                                Windshear of Nyhamn meteostation. 

Table 4.10.                                        Windshear of Kumlinge meteostation. 

Altitude (m) V (m/s) ln(h2/z0)/ln(h1/z0) v2/v1 deviation, % 

50 7,4 1,01 1,02 0,95 

75 8,2 1,04 1,06 2,39 

100 8,7 1,03 1,05 1,71 

125 9,1 1,02 1,04 1,31 

150 9,4  

 

 

Figure 4.12.                                   Windshear of Kumlinge meteostation. 

At all locations wind shear profile has a high correlation with typical logarithmic wind 

shear as the deviation in all cases doesn’t exceed 2,4%, moreover the trends on the 

figures above lend evidence of this fact: all the curves can be approximated with a 

high R-squared value which is over 0,98. 

Therefore, the presence of the logarithmic wind shear profile on the real sites makes 

it possible to implement wind power calculations with a help of meteostation’s data 

in WASP. 
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5 WASP Simulation of existing wind farms, verification of the 

model and energy generation predictions for the planned wind 

farms 

In the purpose of making precise prediction of future wind power generation in WASP 

it is crucial to accurately simulate existing wind farms on Åland Islands. Therefore, 

in this work coastline and elevation map were produced with a help of SAGA GIS 

[14] and WASP map editor. Moreover, roughness maps within 20 km area around 

existing, planned wind farms and meteostations were drown by hand with a help of 

Google Earth application. In the development of roughness map table was used to 

define internal and external parameters of the roughness contours.  

5.1 Orography (Topography)  

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation model was used to create 

WASP compatible vector maps [15]. 

The SRTM lat/long coordinates were converted to the Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) coordinates for compatiablity with Google Earth application [16]. The area of 

interest within a 20-km circle was covered with countour lines with an interval of 10 

meters. Within a 5-km circle around the central point of the area 5-m interval was 

used as the higher resolution needed for more precise calculations. The coastline map 

was build with a help of GEODAS-NG Desktop Software [17]. 

Further, the roughness map was created and combined with the countour and coastline 

map in WASP map editor program to build a realistic landscape model. The process 

of roughness implementation is represented in the next chapter. 

In purpose of facilitation of further calculations in WASP software program it was 

decided to split the area into 3 parts: west, central and east. Thereby, 1, 2 and 7 wind 

farms are referred to the west part; 3, 4, 6 and 10 to the central part and 5, 8, 9 to the 

east part of the map (see Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1.             Division of Åland Islands map into 3 parts: west, central and east. 

5.2 Roughness 

Roughness is a height above the ground at which the wind speed equals zero due to 

the frictional resistance wind layer experience when passing over the surface. It has a 

huge impact on wind speed as a function of elevation above the surface. For instance, 

when wind blowing over water areas its speed will not be affected by roughness so 

much therefore wind will not change speed with height. On the contrary, wind 

blowing over tall forest or city area will change it behavior with height depending on 

the height, length and size of the obstacle. 

Roughness model error varies depending on the studied areas roughness. 

Determination of roughness based on maps and aerial photos or satellite images will 

always be vitiated by an error and the magnitude of this should be around 50% or 

more. Actually, this results in an error of about 5% for roughness class 2, with respect 

to the average wind and around 15% for roughness class 3. The roughness will often 

vary even with the season. Large areas with low vegetation can be covered with snow 

in winter in the northern climate areas, which will lead to a reduction of the area 

roughness. Another example is large agricultural areas whose roughness varies with 
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time in the season: when the legumes are grown and how these are harvested. There 

is no way to compensate this in the current WAsP- model, but studies shown that this 

has a marginal impact on the result reliability. 

The standart classification of different landscape categories by the Roughness Length 

(Z0) is represented in the Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1.                         Roughness categories and roughness lengths. 

Z0 (m) Terrain surface characteristics (land use) Roughness class 

 >1 Tall forest 4 (1,5 m) 

1,00 City  

0,80 Low forest  

0,50 Suburbs  

0,40 Shelter belts 3 (0,4 m) 

0,20 Many trees and/or bushes  

0,10 Farmland with closed appearance 2 (0,1 m) 

0,05 Farmland with open appearance  

0,03 Farmland with very few buildings and trees 1 (0,03 m) 

0,02 Airport areas with some buildings and trees  

0,01 Airport runway areas  

0,008 Mown grass  

0,005 Bare soil (smooth)  

0,001 Snow surfaces (smooth)  

0,0003 Sand surfaces (smooth)  

0,0002 (used for water surfaces in the Atlas) 0 (0,0002 m) 

0,0001 Water areas (lakes, fjords, open areas)  

 

Almost all roughness classes were used to describe the microscale relief around all 

the existing and planned wind farms. The example of roughness map is represented 

in the Figure 5.2-5.3 
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Figure 5.2.      Roughness map with elevation and coastlines in the area of wind farm Pettbole 3 in 

WAsP spatial view. 

 

Figure 5.3.             Roughness map of the wind farm Pettbole 3 in Google Earth. 
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5.3 Calculation of wind atlas inWAsP 

To perform the necessary calculations in WAsP 10-minute data of wind speed and 

direction for characteristic 2014 year was used on the site of 3 meteostations. As a 

result of the statistical data processing WAsP constructed theoretical Weibull 

distribution for the user-defined 12 sectors (see Figure 5.4). For each sector WASP 

provides the following information: frequency distribution of mean speed t(V) (%), 

Weibull parameters –A (m/s) and k, the average speed in the sector V0 m/s; power 

density P (W/m²) (see Table 5.2-5.4). 

Table 5.2.                       Weibull parameters by sector for Market meteostation. 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 

A,m/s 8,7 7,0 6,6 7,6 8,6 8,8 8,9 8,5 8,6 7,8 6,7 8,9 - 

k 1,8

5 

1,4

8 

2,0

0 

2,9

2 

2,0

9 

2,1

4 

2,4

8 

2,3

8 

2,6

9 

2,2

5 

1,9

7 

2,1

9 

- 

V0,m/s 7,6

9 

6,3

0 

5,8

1 

6,7

4 

7,6

2 

7,7

5 

7,8

9 

7,5

1 

7,6

4 

6,9

0 

5,9

5 

7,9

0 

7,4

2 P, 

W/m2 

590 432 233 272 506 521 486 433 418 352 254 538 452 

𝑡(�̅�),% 8,7 6,7 4,4 4,6 7,0 17,

0 

13,

1 

12,

9 

8,1 5,1 4,5 7,9 100 

 

Table 5.3.                       Wind atlas for Nyhamn meteostation. 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 

A,m/s 7,1 6,6 6,1 8,7 9,9 9,4 9,2 10,

8 

8,2 7,9 6,6 7,5 - 

k 2,0

7 

1,6

8 

2,5

3 

2,7

6 

2,5

9 

2,7

2 

2,2

5 

2,7

2 

2,5

9 

2,2

6 

2,0

3 

2,0

7 

- 

V0,m/s 6,3

3 

5,8

7 

5,3

7 

7,7

7 

8,7

5 

8,3

6 

8,1

8 

9,6

3 

7,3

2 

6,9

6 

5,8

5 

6,6

0 

7,6

5 P, 

W/m2 

291 292 150 429 639 540 583 825 374 357 234 330 494 

𝑡(�̅�),% 6,3 5,8 5,3 6,1 11,

0 

9,0 11,

0 

18,

6 

8,3 5,8 5,8 7,0 100 

 

Table 5.4.                        Wind atlas for Kumlinge meteostation. 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 

A,m/s 8,6 6,5 5,2 7,1 9,2 9,1 8,5 10,

4 

8,4 8,6 7,9 8,4 - 

k 1,9

1 

1,4

0 

1,9

2 

2,8

5 

2,4

1 

2,0

4 

1,6

5 

2,2

4 

2,4

3 

2,4

8 

1,8

3 

1,8

5 

- 

V0,m/s 7,6

5 

5,8

8 

4,6

0 

6,3

5 

8,1

6 

8,0

8 

7,6

3 

9,2

3 

7,4

7 

7,6

2 

7,0

2 

7,4

9 

7,7

8 P, 

W/m2 

559 382 121 232 550 616 658 846 420 439 454 544 549 

𝑡(�̅�),% 7,9 5,5 5,0 6,7 7,6 12,

8 

13,

3 

15,

9 

7,3 4,5 3,8 9,6 100 
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Tables 5.5- 5.6 show how the average wind speed and power density depend on the 

height and roughness Z0 at the sites of 3 meteostations. 

Table 5.5.                                     Wind atlas for Market meteostation. 

Height, m Parameter Z0, m 

0,00 m 0,03 m 0,10 m 0,40 m 1,50 m 

10,0 m V0, m/s 6,97 5,08 4,42 3,48 2,33 

 Р,  W/m² 386 168 111 54 16 

100,0 m V0, m/s 8,87 8,22 7,54 6,65 5,65 

 Р,  W/m² 771 566 436 298 185 

200,0 m V0, m/s 9,69 9,88 9,06 8,06 6,99 

 Р,  W/m² 1040 1011 778 544 349 

 

Table 5.6.                                     Wind atlas for Nyhamn meteostation. 

Height, m Parameter Z0, m 

0,00 m 0,03 m 0,10 m 0,40 m 1,50 m 

10,0 m V0, m/s 7,04 5,12 4,46 3,51 2,33 

 Р,  W/m² 385 166 110 53 16 

100,0 m V0, m/s 8,95 8,25 7,59 6,69 5,62 

 Р,  W/m² 768 563 437 299 184 

200,0 m V0, m/s 9,77 9,90 9,10 8,09 6,94 

 Р,  W/m² 1028 994 770 540 345 

 

Table 5.7.                                  Wind atlas for Kumlinge meteostation. 

Height, m Parameter Z0, m 

0,00 m 0,03 m 0,10 m 0,40 m 1,50 m 

10,0 m V0, m/s 8,10 5,92 5,16 4,06 2,71 

 Р,  W/m² 655 282 186 90 27 

100,0 m V0, m/s 10,11 9,08 8,40 7,46 6,34 

 Р,  W/m² 1239 837 659 467 293 

200,0 m V0, m/s 10,92 10,58 9,82 8,83 7,69 

 Р,  W/m² 1595 1350 1073 774 509 
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Figure 5.4.        Frequency distribution of mean speed by class and by sector for Market, Nyhamn and 

Kumlinge meteostations in WASP (from up to down). 
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5.4 Calculation of electricity generation by existing and planned wind farms in 

WAsP 

In calculating the production all the parameters and power curves were obtained from 

the brochures of Vestas and Enercon and recalculated according to the actual air 

density. The result of the conversion is shown in Appendix I. 

Since feasibility study wasn’t carried out in this research, wind generator model 

Vestas V90 (IEC IIA) 3 MW class with a rotor diameter of 90 m and a height of 105 

m tower was utilized for planned wind farms. 

All wind turbines are placed in accordance with the actual coordinates (Table 5.8) 

based on the data from [7] and topographic images from Google Earth [16]. 

Wind farms Langnabba I, II were placed in accordance with the data report of the 

company Pöyry on preliminary assessment of noise pollution (see Figure 5.5) [18]. 

Further, wind farm Ostra Skargrarden was placed at a distance of 2 km from the beach 

according to preliminary information from an international database of offshore wind 

farms (see Figure 4.6) [19]. Experimentally, it was figured out that the placement of 

35 wind turbines in the 5 rows of 7 wind turbines is perpendicular to the prevailing 

wind direction at a distance of 6 and 8 of the rotor diameters in the row and between 

rows respectively shadowing losses for all wind turbines were less than 3-4%. 

Table 5.8. The coordinates of the existing wind farms. 

Wind 

farm № 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Latitude 
60° 14' 

52,4" 

60° 10' 

54,9" 

60° 4' 

49,9" 

60° 6' 

11,9" 

60° 13' 

33,6" 

59° 59' 

37,3" 

60° 21' 

50,4" 

59° 56' 

37,5" 

60° 6' 

54,3" 

60° 0' 

55,4" 

Longitude 
19° 29' 

54,2" 

19° 31' 

30,8" 

20° 1' 

29,2" 

20° 14' 

40,8" 

20° 23' 

48" 

20° 18' 

37,3" 

19° 58' 

25,2" 

20° 57' 

5,5" 

20° 40' 

15,6" 

19° 58' 

31" 
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Figure 4.5.               Pre-arrangement of wind farms Langnabba I (orange), II (green). 

 

Figure 4.6.                        Pre-arrangement of wind farm Ostra Skargarden. 

When calculating the output of the wind farms, FMI on-site wind atlas was used 

instead of WASP atlas in case energy production significantly exceeded the actual 

value of the estimated mean annual generation declared by the Allwinds (Table 

5.9).This situation occurred in the calculation of wind power plants located in the 
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interior of the island surrounded by trees or at a distance from the meteostation such 

as 4, 6, 7, 8 wind farms. It should be noted that the next assumption was made in this 

research: all wind turbines in the wind farm are in the same conditions as the 

difference in annual output is slightly different. Therefore, the output of wind farms 

is calculated as the arithmetic mean value. 

The results of calculation of the main characteristics are shown in the Table 5.9 and 

Appendix I. The capacity factor is calculated according to the equation: 

𝐾 =
𝐸(Т)

𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑔𝑒𝑛

Т
∙ 100%                                             (5.1) 

Where 𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑔𝑒𝑛

 – installed capacity of a wind farm (kW), 𝐸(Т) – the energy generated 

by a wind farm over a period of time T (kWh). 

Further, series of observations were recalulated to the hub height in accordance with 

a logarithmic law for each sector of wind rose to achieve 10-minute values of wind 

farm production within the typical year. 

Table 5.9.                      Real production of the existing wind farms and capacity factor. 

Wind farm № 1 2 3 4 5 

Rated capacity, kW 500 225 2400 1200 500 

2011, GWh 1240 404 4757 2990 1330 

2012, GWh 1121 360 4221 2807 1160 

2013, GWh 1075 321 4174 2650 1195 

2014, GWh 1022 97 4157 2648 1135 

Avg. calc. prod. (2011-2014), 

GWh 

1115 295,5 4327,3 2773,8 1205 

Estimated annual prod., GWh 1200 450 4800 3000 1300 

Deviaton, % -7,1 -34,3 -9,8 -7,5 -7,3 

K, % 25,4 15,0 20,6 26,4 27,5 

Wind farm № 6 7 8 9 10 

Rated capacity, kW 600 1800 500 660 13800 

2011, GWh 1746 3013 1443 1769 46410 

2012, GWh 1633 3041 1345 1740 44015 

2013, GWh 2059 3013 1317 1507 41575 

2014, GWh 1574 2812 1344 1619 41263 

Avg. calc. prod. (2011-2014), 

GWh 

1753 2970 1362,3 1658,8 43316 

Estimated annual prod., GWh 1600 3600 1300 1600 42000 

Deviaton, % 9,6 -17,5 4,8 3,7 3,1 

K, % 33,4 18,8 31,1 28,7 35,8 
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The calculation results are shown in Table 5.10. The deviation in the production of 

wind farm №2 is more than 30% since the wind farm stopped its operation in 2014, 

thus further analysis and calculation of these power plant is not involved. As seen 

from the table, the deviation of the actual calculated annual production for all wind 

farms is less than 5%, while the actual annual values of production may deviate up to 

10% of the estimated annual generation declared by the Allwinds. It is worth 

mentioning that within a month production can vary by more than 20% with respect 

to the average value. Nevertheless, this accuracy is sufficient for calculations in the 

framework of further research, because the aim was to identify a general trend. 

Table 5.10.               Comparsion between estimated and calculated wind farm production. 

Month/Wind farm № 1 3 4 5 6 7 
1 145,68 600,83 351,61 135,24 176,06 451,93 
2 110,37 577,62 355,63 135,95 171,36 346,31 
3 101,22 454,13 272,78 130,30 141,55 322,41 
4 63,01 332,81 212,03 91,49 105,50 185,56 
5 96,01 281,72 179,13 78,07 105,95 273,51 
6 88,64 213,24 134,18 71,88 106,27 275,59 
7 27,15 141,99 93,91 46,09 46,75 81,44 
8 98,14 394,84 241,70 120,85 129,17 308,32 
9 63,88 219,64 138,96 69,42 81,33 209,71 

10 134,77 655,54 378,42 152,77 185,19 420,59 
11 96,55 493,90 294,59 108,09 141,29 280,48 
12 170,55 661,29 389,41 159,08 231,08 569,12 

Calculated production, 

MWh 

1195,9

7 

5027,5

5 

3042,35 1299,23 1621,50 3724,98 
Estimated production, 

MWh 

1200 4800 3000 1300 1600 3600 
Deviation, % -0,34 4,74 1,41 -0,06 1,34 3,47 

Month/Wind farm № 8 9 10 Langnabba 

I, II 

Ostra 

Skargarden 

 

1 134,37 162,26 4830,33 12002,93 29224,20 
2 138,52 163,56 4756,80 10715,32 30714,17 
3 126,26 156,99 3794,89 9218,30 28682,37 
4 91,53 109,83 3012,52 6478,96 22554,28 
5 80,31 91,02 2677,46 7922,95 22539,54 
6 72,39 81,65 2026,43 6622,68 20377,00 
7 45,23 49,01 1425,31 3636,27 13223,80 
8 119,40 145,42 3665,15 9521,13 29550,00 
9 68,58 80,33 1960,17 5792,17 16895,08 

10 149,38 187,30 4930,70 11628,82 29788,60 
11 105,10 134,06 4052,34 8945,23 22890,58 
12 154,19 195,17 5371,70 14689,32 35690,17 

Calculated production, 

MWh 

1285,2

5 

1556,6

0 

42503,8

0 

107174,1 302129,81 
Estimated production, 

MWh 

1300 1600 42000  
Deviation, % -1,13 -2,71 1,20 
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5.5 Features in the integration of wind farms in electrical systems 

When integrating wind turbines in electrical grid it is required to take into account the 

basic laws: 

 Decrease in generated active power reduces the frequency and voltage. 

 Decrease in the generated reactive power reduces the voltage and frequency 

slightly increase. 

Existing systems contain a large number of stations operating in parallel. The 

generators of these stations have automatic speed controller, designed to stabilize the 

oscillation frequency due to changes in the energy consumption at a given time. 

Further, there is additional frequency regulation with an automatic frequency 

controller, which has the impact on the station’s speed controller. Support of the 

nominal frequency is only possible with sufficient reserve capacity of energy system. 

If the adjustment range is insufficient, the reduction of the frequency occurs when 

there is a lack of capacity; increased frequency occurs at sudden load shedding in the 

electrical system, all the generators of the system provide the maximum permissible 

value of the power and automatic under frequency load shedding comes into effect. 

Ie by switching off consumers system can restore the balance of active power. 

The question of stability of the electrical system with wind farm integration has the 

following solutions. If the wind farm is designed for parallel operation with the 

network, the degree of mutual influence of wind turbines on each other is determined 

by the capacity of the system. If we consider the system of infinite power, then such 

influence does not exist, and each wind turbine operates as a single installation in 

parallel with the network. 

The evidence of the effectient usage of wind turbines as part of energy system is the 

current level of integration of wind farms in the electrical network. Wind farms with 

small capacity does not significantly affect system performance. However, a number 

of issues related to the integration of large wind farms is under the question. In 
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particular there are problems with the organization of the control system connected to 

the network, the stability of its work and infrastructure improvements. Ideally, when 

using wind farm with many turbines small deviations in power are expected. 

Also, a positive effect was observed in expanding the area occupied by wind turbines. 

According to the German research institute ISET, a separate wind turbine can 

experience power fluctuations to 60% within an hour, the maximum fluctuation band 

of wind farms with a combined installed capacity of 350 MW is less than 20%. The 

system Nordel, located in the territory of 4 countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway and 

Denmark), experiencing power fluctuations at 10% within an hour. 

Wind turbines of a megawatt class should meet strict requirements, up to the ability 

to cope with abrupt failures in the network, which means that wind farm can 

participate in supporting the stability of the power system in case of major 

accidents.When the wind speed changes from seconds to minutes increase in 

generated power has almost no effect on the system. But hourly wind speed variations 

may have a greater impact. 

According to the analysis the main characteristics of wind generation are: 

- Second wind speed fluctuations due to the inertia of the wind turbine can not cause 

significant fluctuations in the generation of electricity; 

- Minute oscillations in case of gusty winds give the deviation about 2-3% of the rated 

power; 

- Changes in wind speed within one hour can cause fluctuations in the generation of 

energy up to 35% of the installed capacity of wind farm; but large wind farm can 

handle these deviations. 

Since the projected wind farm Langnabba I, II and Ostra Skargarden exceed a total 

installed capacity of the existing wind farm more than 6 times, and the wind farms 
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themselves consist of 10 and 35 wind turbines, the wind farm development analysis 

of the Åland Islands was carried out by hourly average output [20]. 

5.6 Analysis of the wind generation asynchronisity 

To analyze the impact of wind generation asynchronisity on the grid hourly power 

production of all wind farms sorted by the criterion of maximum difference in the 

power output between the west and central, west and east, central and east part of the 

Åland Islands. It is necessary to point out that there are only the most significant cases 

which are represented in the Table 5.11. 

Table 5.11.                              Analysis of the wind generation asynchronity. 

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Date 15.03.2014 09.04.2014 16.09.2014 30.04.2014 10.12.2014 22.12.2014 

Week number 11 15 38 18 50 52 

Time of beginning 5:00 22:00 6:00 22:00 7:00 19:00 

Duration, h 2 2 1 1 1 1 

Area Wind farm power  

West 

1, MW 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,48 0,50 0,39 

7, MW 1,80 0,00 0,00 1,61 1,80 0,97 

Langnabba I,II, MW 30,00 0,00 0,00 29,98 30,00 22,27 

Centre 

3, MW 0,00 1,95 0,00 0,19 0,00 1,94 

4, MW 0,00 1,15 0,00 0,13 0,00 1,08 

6, MW 0,00 0,55 0,00 0,06 0,00 0,60 

10, MW 0,00 13,57 0,10 2,07 0,00 13,50 

East 

5, MW 0,50 0,27 0,50 0,00 0,50 0,00 

8, MW 0,50 0,24 0,50 0,00 0,50 0,00 

9, MW 0,64 0,28 0,66 0,00 0,66 0,00 
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Ostra Skargarden, MW 105,00 75,40 105,00 0,00 105,00 0,16 

Sum, MW 138,93 93,42 106,77 34,52 138,96 40,92 

The next chapter describes the power system model of the Åland Islands, as well as 

the results of the calculation according to the table above in a special software 

environment PSCAD to analyze the impact of wind generation asynchronisity on the 

efficiency and quality of electricity supply of the archipelago. 
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6 Modelling of the electrical system of the Åland Islands in PSCAD 

6.1 PSCAD – Short description  

In this research PSCAD EMTDC software program was used because of the 

high-speed performance, simplicity and clarity in steady-state and transient processes 

in electrical energy system of any size. Standard master library consists of several 

element groups: passive elements, sources, HVDC and power electronics, 

transformers, electrical machines, power lines and cables, meters, logical functions, 

filters etc. For instance, power electronic group includes transistors, thyristors, diodes, 

varistors and blocks of their control, VSC, elements of phase control etc. In the group 

of passive elements there are resistors, inductances, capacitances, RLC filters, fixed 

loads, circuit breakers, wires, buses, reactors etc. 

 

Figure 6.1.                                       Basic components in PSCAD. 
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Besides standart libraries user is allowed to create its own modules and algorithms. 

Components can be represented as a «black box» with algorithms written on C++, 

Fortran, MATLAB/Simulink. 

Before simulation starts PSCAD compiles created scheme and gives the opportunity 

to change switches and variable input sliders during operation mode to achieve the 

best results [21]. 

Below there are illustrative examples of PSCAD implementation for electric power 

system analysis: 

 Researches on conventional AC systems. 

 Researches on HVDC systems. 

 Over/undervoltages and transient voltages. 

 Calculation of arrester discharge levels. 

 Determination of the dynamic reaction and steady state of energy system. 

 Modelling of electrical generators, turbines, wind farms, cables and power 

lines etc. 

 Modelling of relay protection. 

 Control system design. 

Development of the model of electrical system of Åland Islands was accomplished 

with a help of the University of Vaasa which provided all the initial data about energy 

systems of Sweden and Finland, electrical loads, power lines and transformers. 
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6.2 Finland and Sweden energy systems 

Energy systems of Finland and Sweden are represented by 3-phase voltage sources. 

Parameters of the systems are shown in the table below. 

 

 

Figure 6.2.                                       Model of energy system in PSCAD. 

 

Table 6.1.                                        Energy system parameters. 

Parameter Sweden Finland 

Base power (3-phase), MVA 1000 100 

Line-to-line RMS voltage 

magnitude, kV 

110 110 

Frequency, Hz 50 50 

Phase angle, 0 0 0 

Positive sequence impedance, Ohm 3,159∠86,440 33,4∠84,30 

Type of source control Fixed 

 

Fixed 

 
6.3 Overhead power lines and cables 

As a rule, overhead power lines and cables with a length under 300 km and 50 km can 

be represented by equivalent P circuit which consists of active R and reactive X 

resistance as well as conductance G and susceptance B (see Figure 6.3). In the 

research context due to medium voltage class is 45 kV conductance can be neglected. 
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Figure 6.3.                                   Equivalent P circuit of power line. 

 

Power line model in PSCAD is shown on the Figure 6.4. Parameters of all used 

overhead power lines and cables are represented in the Table 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.4.                                    Equivalent P circuit of power line in PSCAD. 

 

Table 6.2. Parameters of power lines in PSCAD. 

Name Length, km R, Ohm X, Ohm B, µS Name R, Ohm X, Ohm B, µS R, Ohm 

Tingsbacka-

Mariehamn 
10,8 1,523 3,947 128,284 

Finby-

Svinö 
17,1 3,326 7,011 295,168 

Tingsbacka-

Godby 
4,5 0,434 1,629 14,476 

Svinö-

Sottunga 
27,2 9,000 11,995 513,885 

Tingsbacka-

Norrböle 
9,6 1,381 3,339 31,782 

Sottunga-

Kumlinge 
18,5 5,347 9,306 665,772 

Tingsbacka-

Hellesby 
9,9 1,532 3,814 45,886 

Kumlinge-

Brändö 
27,6 5,474 12,424 810,716 

Hellesby-

Storby 
12,5 1,817 4,500 73,376 

Brändö-

Gustavs 
26,8 5,320 12,349 918,921 
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Norrböle-

Svinö 
21,6 7,016 8,548 165,967 

Mariehamn-

Ytternäs 

delsträcka 1 

4,1 0,288 0,451 151,739 

Godby-

Västanträsk 
12,3 4,150 4,704 36,784 

Ytternäs-

Lilla 

Båtskär 

15,8 1,980 8,143 1045,00 

Godby-

Finby 
13,2 4,448 5,045 39,502 

Mariehamn-

Norrböle 
4,2 0,694 1,252 113,762 

Total 

length, km 
235,7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Electrical load model 

Intrinsically, electrical load depends on many factors and voltage across load 

terminals is inconstant. Hence, in this research model of voltage dependent passive 

load is utilized to avoid possible uncertainties and errors. In accordance with the initial 

data, the electrical load is set on the 10 kV low voltage side. Since almost all electrical 

load of Åland Islands can be referred to domestic type, the load is chosen to be 

inductive. 

Voltage-regulating effect of load is a degree of reduction of active and reactive power 

due to decrease in voltage on bus. If the value of active power transferred from source 

to load increases voltage on bus will decrease. It is worth mentioning that voltage of 

a source is kept constant. On the other hand, with a decrease of voltage electrical 

consumption also decrease. It leads to reduction of power transferred through power 

lines and loss in voltage which in its turn leads to decrease of a rate of load reduction 

in case of enhancement of transferred power. Voltage-regulating effect of load is 

significant and needed to be taken into account in case of stability analysis and steady-

state calculations. 

In PSCAD load model there are two parameters to be set: total capacity and power 

coefficient of load. All other values are calculated according to the equations below: 

𝑍 =
𝑈2

𝑆
                                                           (6.1) 
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𝑅 = 𝑍 ∙ cos(𝜑)                                                    (6.2) 

𝑋 = √𝑍2 − 𝑅2                                                    (6.3) 

𝐿 =
𝑋

2∙𝜋∙𝑓
                                                          (6.4) 

𝐶 =
1

𝑋∙2∙𝜋∙𝑓∙106
                                                      (6.5) 

Where 𝑍 – load impedance (Ohm), U – voltage on bus (V), S – total capacity (VA), 𝑅 

– resistance (Ohm), cos(𝜑) – power coefficient (p.u.), 𝑋 – reactance (Ohm), 𝐿 – 

inductance (H), 𝐶 – capacitance (µF), 𝑓 – frequency (Hz). 

All initial data about load is shown in the Appendix II. Voltage-dependent model of 

electrical load is represented in the Figure 6.5.  

 

Figure 6.5.                   Voltage-dependent model of electrical load in PSCAD 

In order to recalculate the load values at a particular hour static load values of all 

consumers were settled according to their weight coefficients with respect to the peak 

load of the exact weak (see Figure 3.3). It should be noted that power factor is 

considered as invariable. Results of this calculation are shown in the Appendix II.  

6.5 Transformer model  

Step-down transformers from power supply systems of Sweden and Finland are 

executed according to the scheme star-star with grounding of neutral from both HV 

and LV sides. All step-down transformers of substations to which loading is 

connected are executed according to the star-triangle scheme of connection with the 

grounded neutral from HV side. 
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The list of parameters specified for the each transformer in PSCAD model includes: 

3-phase apparent rating of the transformer, nominal voltage on HV and LV side, 

winding type, positive sequence leakage reactance Zk, no-load losses P0, copper 

losses Pkn and tap changer. 

All the parameters for each 110/45 and 45/10 kV transformer (see Figure 6.6) used in 

PSCAD model of electrical grid of Åland Islands is represented in the Table 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.6.                                     Transformer model in PSCAD. 

 

Table 6.3.                                      Transformer parameters. 

Name S, MVA Zk, % P0, kW Pkn, kW 

HV/LV – 110 kV /45 kV 

Tingsbacka (Швеция) 2x63 12 32 210 

Senneby 

(Финляндия) 

2x63 12 32 210 

HV/LV – 45 kV /10 kV 

Gas turbine 45 10 19,5 135 

Storby 6,3 6 6 33 

Hellesby 6,3 6 6 33 

Vastantrask 5 6,2 5 34,2 

Godby 2x6,3 6 6 33 

Finby 6,3 6,1 5,7 46,7 

Norrbole 2x10 6,2 10 52,1 

Svino 5 5,9 5 28,4 

Mariehamn 2x16 6,2 11 72,2 

Ytternas 10 6 10 49,4 

Sottunga 3 6,4 3,5 20,7 

Kumlinge 3 6,4 3,5 20,7 

Brando 3 6,1 3,5 21,4 
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Further, the Table 6.4 represents parameters of step-up transformers connected to 

wind farms. An additional point is that only wind farm №10 and Langnabba I, II are 

connected directly to the distribution grid, so other wind farms connected to buses on 

the LV side of the load transformer. For the purpose of simplification and hardware 

restrictions all the wind farms are represented by single generator with full wind farm 

capacity. 

Table 6.4.                                                 Wind farm transformers. 

Wind farm 

№ 

Point of 

connection 

Number of 

transformers 

LV/HV, kV S, MVA Zk, % P0, kW Pkn, 

kW 
1 Storby 1 0,69/10 0,63 6 1 7,1 

3 

 

Norrbole 

 

1 10/45 3 6 1,69 18 

4 0,69/10 0,63 6 1 7,1 

4 Svino 2 0,4/10 1,25 6 1,5 11 

5 Finby 1 0,4/10 0,63 6 1 7,1 

6 Svino 1 0,4/10 0,63 6 1 7,1 

7 Vastantrask 3 0,4/10 2 6 2,2 15,5 

8 Kumlinge 1 0,4/10 0,63 6 1 7,1 

9 Sottunga 1 0,4/10 0,8 6 1,1 8 

10 

 

Ytternas 

 

1 20/45 16 6 9 96 

6 0,4/20 2,5 6 2,55 18 

Langnabba I, 

II 

 

Tingsbacka 

 

1 20/45 32 10 19,5 135 

Ostra 

Skargarden 

 

HVDC 

through 

Sottunga bus 

 

1 10/45 105 12 55 350 

6.6 Main modules used for development of the generator and HVDC control 

systems 

6.6.1 Proportional-integral controller theory 

Proportional integrating (PI) controller (see. Figure 6.7) - a device in the control loop 

with feedback. It is used in automatic control systems for generating a control signal 

in order to obtain the necessary accuracy and quality of the transient. PI controller 

generates a control signal which is the sum of two terms, the first of which is 

proportional to the difference between the input signal and the feedback signal (error 

signal), the second - the integral of the error signal. 
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Figure 6.7.                                              PI controller scheme. 

 

Controller output y (t) is defined by two terms according to the equation : 

𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑃 + 𝐼 = 𝐾𝑝𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

𝑜
                                 (6.6) 

Where 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖 — gain coefficients of proportional and integral components of the 

controller [22]. 

In this research to prevent possible self-oscillation and maintain the accuracy and 

speed of the impact of the PI controller the proportional gain and integral time 

constant is determined manually in real time. Parameters setting window and the 

controller itself in PSCAD are shown in the Figure 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.8.                                      PI controller in PSCAD. 
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6.6.2 Phase-locked-loop control theory 

The phase-locked-loop (PLL) algorithm is used for the simulation of generator control 

system and synchronizing its operation with the network. 

PLL (see Figure 6.9) - automatic control system which adjusts the phase of the 

controlled generator so that it is equal to the phase of the reference signal or different 

to a known function of time. The adjustment is carried out by means of the negative 

feedback. The output of the controlled generator is compared to a reference signal in 

the phase detector,then the comparison result is used to adjust the controlled 

generator. 

The PLL compares the phase of the signal source and reference oscillator and outputs 

an error signal corresponding to the difference between these phases. Further, the error 

signal passes through a low pass filter and used as a control for the voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO) that provides negative feedback. If the output frequency deviates 

from the reference value, the error signal is increased, affecting the VCO to decrease 

the error. In case of equilibrium the output signal is fixed at the frequency of the 

reference signal (Figure 6.9) [23]. 

 

Figure 6.9.                                 Phase-locked loop block diagram. 
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This PPL block (see Figure 6.10) is built on the basis of PI controller described earlier. 

In the input there is 3 phase voltage measured at the terminals of the generator, as a 

result the block synchronizes with the phase A and generates ramp signal theta which 

is then used as a rotation angle of  the rotating frame of reference when using the Park 

transformation. 

 

Figure 6.10.                                     PPL block in PSCAD. 

6.7 Generator model  

In this research for the regulation of power and voltage of the gas turbine and wind 

turbine in order to maintain steady-state regime a simplified model of automatic 

control excitation with vector control principle is used. 

The method of "instantaneous power" is based on the calculation of the converter’s 

power using the network currents and voltages in a stationary orthogonal coordinate 

system dq0. The transition to this system of coordinates from the three-phase abc 

coordinate system is carried out by the Park transformation. Abc → dqo and dqo → 

abc transformation can be expressed by the following Equations: 
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Where 𝜃 is a ramp signal theta. 

The block diagram of the control system consists of the following units: PLL, abc-dq 

Park transformation, low pass filter, P and Q regulator and dq-abc Park transformation 

(see Figure 6.11) [24]: 

 

Figure 6.11.                              Block diagram of the control system. 

 

The principle of implementation of the scheme in PSCAD is depicted in the Figure 6 

.12 - 6.16. 

The initial data for this control system: full rated capacity Srated, rated voltage at the 

terminals of the stator windings Vrated and power factor cosfi. Based on this data 

required active and reactive power Pset and Qset can be calculated according to the 

Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.12.             Calculation of the required active and reactive power in PSCAD. 

 

Further, it is essential to calculate maximum current Imax and the stator instantaneous 

value of the stator current, which is limited to the value Imax via the limiter, as shown 

in the Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.13.             Calculation of the maximum and instantaneous stator current. 
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Abovementioned blocks implemented in PSCAD are represented in Figures 6.14 and 

6.15. The control signal C_on which start control system is given with a delay of 1.5 

seconds from the beginning of the simulation. It is done according to the specifics of 

PSCAD framework: at the first moment of simulation voltage begins to rise from zero 

with finite rate. It is worth mentioning that PLL block also includes Park 

transformation procedure. The output signal obtained by the PLL block thetag_rad 

(theta angle in radians) is used for abc-dq Park transformation of currents. P, Q 

regulator compares active and reactive power with the measured values at the 

generator terminals and calculates cosfi, sinfi. Then PI controller with empirically 

derived proportional factor and integration time constant generates control signals 

dref and qref. (see Figure 6.14). 

Currents measured at the terminals of generator are transformed to dq frame with a 

help of abc-dq Park transformation block and go through low pass filter. 

Subsequently, active and reactive components are compared to the dref, qref. From 

there basing on the current components PI controller generates control signals which 

transform to 3-phase coordinate system. 

Further, through the PI controller parameters with empirically derived proportionality 

factor of 0.5, the integration time constant 0.001 and ± 10 based on the current 

components generated by control signals by inverse transformation Park returned to 

the three-phase coordinate system are formed in the three-dimensional array and are 

multiplied by the nominal voltage (see Figure 6.15). 
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Figure 6.14.       Abc-dq Park transformation of voltages, control signal, reference signal formation for 

the P,Q regulator block and PI-controller settings. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.15.      Abc-dq Park transformation of currents, low pass filter, P,Q regulator block with limiter, 

dq-abc Park transformation and PI-controller settings. 
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Further control signal is transmitted from the three-dimensional array to controlled 

voltage sources and generates 3-phase sinusoidal signal of a predetermined amplitude 

(see Figure 6.16). 

 

Figure 6.16.                   Simplified model of generator output voltage control. 

6.8 High voltage direct current (HVDC) technology overview 

There are a lot of advantages to using high voltage direct current technology such as 

an ability to control active and reactive power flow, connection of an unsynchronized 

AC systems, and efficient use of energy by submarine cables which make the system 

attractive for use at the international level. Wind power stations are often located at a 

distance of 10-12 km from the shore (and sometimes more), and require underwater 

cables and synchronization.  

On the one side power converters significantly increase the cost of the transmitted 

energy. On the other side, above a certain distance (about 50 km for underwater 

cables, and about 600-800 km for overhead lines), lower cost of HVDC electrical 

conductors outweighs the cost of electronics. When electrical energy is to be 

transmitted over long distances, such as in remote areas of Siberia, Canada and the 

Scandinavian north, the choice more often is in favor of the lower-cost HVDC line 

Modern power electronics also provides the ability to effectively manage the grid by 

controlling power flow, which gives the potential increase in the stability of the power 

system. 
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It is well known that AC power lines can connect only synchronized AC systems, 

which operate on the same frequency and phase. Many areas in the world that are 

willing to share power have unsynchronized electrical networks. UK, northern Europe 

and continental Europe grids are not united into a single synchronized power grid (see 

Figure 6.17). 

 

Figure 6.17.                          HVDC projects developed by ABB Group. 

 

Development of the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and locked thyristor 

(GTO) made small HVDC systems cost effective. They can be installed in existing 

AC power system to stabilize the power without increasing the short-circuit current, 

as in the case of an additional AC power line. Such devices are developed by ABB 

and Siemens and are called «HVDC Light» and «HVDC PLUS» respectively. The 

use of such devices led to the expanded utilization of HVDC units of tens of MW lines 

and a few kilometers of power line. The difference between the two technologies - the 
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notion of an autonomous voltage inverter (VSI), whereas «HVDC Light» uses pulse 

width modulation, «HVDC PLUS» is made on a multi-level inverter [25]. 

 

6.8.1 Direct current circuit 

Figure 6.18 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of a DC circuit for one pole of the 

DC system. 

The current and the direction of power is controlled by setting the difference between 

the voltages Ud1 and Ud2. The current direction is constant, the power direction is 

changed depending on the polarity of the DC voltage source. 

Figure 6.18.                                            Equivalent DC circuit.  

 

6.8.2 Bipolar scheme for transmission over long distances 

Bipolar scheme is a combination of two poles, wherein  there is only small unbalance 

current in one of the poles under normal operating condition. This scheme is used 

when the required transmission capacity can not be ensured by monopolar line. A 

feature of the scheme is that in case of failure of one pole more than 50% of the 

transmission capacity of the circuit remains. The advantage over the use of two 

monopolar schemes is that costs on return conductor are reduced, on the other hand, 

the common return conductor impacts on the two poles of the circuit. 
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6.8.3 Bipolar scheme with ground return through electrodes 

The most common scheme used for bipolar transmission. In an accident on one of the 

poles the damaged pole is isolated and intact pole continues to operate normally as 

the current returns either by the grounded electrode or, in case of an accident on the 

very converter station, through non-operating pole, which acts as the return metal 

conductor (see Figure 6.19). 

 

Figure 6.19.    Bipolar scheme with return through the electrodes in the normal mode, the unipolar 

mode with return through the electrodes in an accident on one of the poles, unipolar 

mode with return through inactive pole in case of an accident on the converter station. 

 

6.8.4 Bipolar scheme with a metallic earth return conductor 

If  there is any restriction and is not possible to apply the return electrodes or 

distance is relatively small, low voltage metallic conductor can be used as an 

alternative to electrodes (see Figure 6.20) [26]. 

 

Figure 6.20.                 Bipolar scheme with a metallic earth return conductor. 
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6.8.5 Advantages and disadvantages of HVDC technology 

HVDC is very effective in case of the presence of long sea straits or asynchronous 

systems or systems operating at different frequencies. There are a lot of advantages 

when using HVDC: 

 This technology removes the concept of the limit of static stability (no need in 

stability calculation). 

 The limit on transmission capacity is considerably greater than that of the AC 

power lines. 

 Construction of DC lines is easier than AC: the number of insulator strings 

and cost of conductors are lower. 

 It takes less conductors compared to AC power lines. 

 The voltage in such lines more stable, since in the steady state DC lines don't 

generate reactive power. 

 Asynchronous AC systems or systems operating with different frequencies 

can be connected by DC lines without any constraints. 

 The power flow direction can be changed (reverse lines). 

Disadvantages: 

 The need for the construction of complex terminal substations with a large 

number of voltage converters and auxiliary equipment. It is known that the 

rectifiers and inverters strongly distort the voltage waveform on the AC side. 

Therefore, it is necessary to install a powerful smoothing device and filters 

which greatly reduces the reliability; 

 The DC lines requires polarity and voltage at both ends of the line to be 

approximately the same before operation starts. 
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6.9 HVDC converter stations and DC line in PSCAD 

A classic HVDC system which is shown in Figure 2.4 includes the next essential 

components: 

 AC filters. 

 Shunt capacitor banks. 

 Converter transformers. 

 Converters. 

 Reactors. 

 DC filters. 

 DC power lines or cable lines. 

 

Figure 6.21.                                Classic HVDC system representation. 

 

Thyristor is the main component of the classic HVDC converter which blocks 

overvoltages and can conduct currents up to several kA. Six Pulse Bridge is the basic 

HVDC converter unit which can be used either in rectifier or inverter mode. As a rule, 

these units connected in series or in parallel are used to create 12-pulse bridges which 

allows to obtain smoother sine wave and reduce harmonics. Converter transformers 

are used to separate converters from AC systems and one of the transformer has Y-Y 

windings while the other has Y-Δ windings to eliminate 5th and 7th harmonics and to 

reduce distortion on the AC side. 
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Current source convertors (CSC) are used in classical HVDC technology and operate 

as a constant voltage sources on the AC side and as a constant current source on the 

DC side of the converter. Shunt capacitor banks act as energy storage and AC filters 

provide reactive power supply to maintain voltage and reduce distortion. On the DC 

side CSC needs an inductor and DC filters that limit short-circuit currents. The main 

advantage of the CSC-HVDC converter is low switching losses. 

Voltage source converter (VSC) is a new technology based on gate turn-off thyristors 

(GTOs) or insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) which operates at high switching 

frequency with respect to the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) method. There are 

several advantages over the classical HVDC design: 

 Practically no risk of commutation faults. 

 Faster dynamic response. 

 Independent active and reactive power control in all 4 quadrants without 

implementation of additional reactive compensation. 

 Possibility to utilize multiterminal HVDC systems and to make connections 

to weak AC systems with a low short-circuit level and no source of supply. 

Nevertheless, VSC technology has several shortcomings such as relatively high 

capital costs and switching losses versus classical CSC transmission. 

Not long ago HVDC technology was based on thyristors for both inverter and rectifier 

mods. But at the present time VSC technology which utilizes advanced semiconductor 

technology gains ground as it has such advantages as independent active and reactive 

power control from any side of the converter and there is no need in fast data transfer 

between the converter stations. Moreover, power flow direction can be changed 

rapidly without changing polarity of a DC line in multi-terminal framework. The 

example of multi-terminal HVDC scheme is represented in the Figure 6.22. First and 

third converter are able to operate in rectifier mode while second converter operates 
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in invertor mode. In opposite, second converter can operate in rectifier mode while 

others operate in invertor mode.  

 

Figure 6.22.                       Example of the multiterminal HVDC system. 

In this research multi-terminal VSC-HVDC scheme is used to make connections 

between Åland’s grid at Tingsbacka and Ostra Skargarden wind farm connected to 

Sottunga buses as well as Finland and Sweden energy systems [27]. 

6.10 Control strategy of multiterminal VSC-HVDC system  

Within the framework of this project a simplified model of multiterminal VSC-HVDC 

system was created with a help of PSCAD tools. As it was mentioned in the previous 

chapter the main advantage of VSC converter stations is that they allow to 

independently control the flows of active and reactive power between adjacent AC 

systems. 

Figure 6.23 shows a simplified equivalent circuit which includes converter, 

transformer and AC system. 
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Figure 6.23.                                                 Equivalent circuit. 

 

Lets assume that the phase voltage Vvsc differs from the phase voltage VAC by an angle 

δ, then, neglecting the active resistance of the transformer, the value of the rms values 

of active and reactive power flowing through the converter can be expressed by the 

Equations: 

𝑃 =
|𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑐|∙|𝑉𝐴𝐶|

𝑋
∙ sin(𝛿)                                                  (6.9) 

𝑄 =
|𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑐|∙cos(𝛿)−|𝑉𝐴𝐶|

𝑋
∙ |𝑉𝐴𝐶|                                              (6.10) 

Where X – transformer reactance (Ohms) (typically the reactance of the transformer 

is taken from 0.1 to 0.3 p.u.). 

From these equations it is obvious that the value of the active power generally 

determined by the angle δ, and the direction is determined by the mutual position of 

the vectors Vvsc and VAC. For instance, when Vvsc lags VAC, the converter operates in 

rectifier mode and consumes active power from the network. Otherwise, the converter 

operates as an inverter and generates the active power into the network. Thus, 

affecting the angle between these vectors one can exercise power flow control of 

active and reactive power. The direction in this case is determined by the difference 

between the amplitudes of the vectors Vvsc and VAC (see Figure 6.24). 
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Figure 6.24.      Direction of the active and reactive power flow depending on the angle 𝛿 and voltage 

amplitude. 

The control system of HVDC consists of 2 control loops: inner control loop which 

provides reference values for AC currents and slow outer control loop which includes 

active and reactive power controllers as well as AC and DC voltage controllers. In 

such a manner reference values of the active and reactive currents can be obtained 

using DC voltage controller and active power controller or AC voltage controller and 

reactive power controller respectively. 

The difference between traditional HVDC and VSC-HVDC systems is that in the 

second case the reactive power flow can be controlled independently in each converter 

station based on the AC voltage without changing voltage of the DC side while the 

active power flow can be controlled either by DC voltage or frequency variation on 

the AC side (see Figure 6.25). As can be seen from the above VSC-HVDC system is 

very flexible and allows to control all the essential parameters such as AC and DC 

voltages, frequency, active and reactive power [28], [29], [30]. 

 

Figure 6.25.                           Controls of the basic VSC- HVDC system. 
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6.11 Multiterminal VSC-HVDC system in PSCAD 

Basing on the Kraftnat Åland Oy preliminary reports HVDC converter stations and 

DC lines parameters have been taken in accordance with the ABB HVDC Light M1 

Converter model [31] and summarized in the Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4.                          Parameters of the HVDC converters and DC cable. 

Transformer rating voltage (HV), kV 110 

Transformer rating voltage (LV), kV 104 

Transmission capacity (active), MW 102/-98,7 

Transmission capacity (reactive), MVAr 30,5/-30,5 

Phase reactor resistance, p.u. 0,01 

Phase reactor inductance, p.u. 0,1643 

Leakage inductance of transformer, p.u. 0,113 

Shunt capacitor bank, µF 62,7 

DC rated voltage, kV ±80 

DC rated current, kA 0,627 

DC cable Ohmic resistance per unit length, Ohm/km 0,0799 

DC cable capacitance per unit length, µF/km 0,308 

DC cable inductance per unit length, mH/km 0,14 

DC cable lenght, km 158 

 

Multitarminal VSC-HVDC system with DC cable is shown in the Figure 6.26. For 

simplification DC cable is represented by lumped T-equivalent circuit. The 1st bus is 

connected to Åland’s grid, the 2nd bus is connected to Finnish grid while the 3rd bus is 

reffered to Ostra Skargarden wind farm. Further, the cable length between 1st and 2nd 

stations is 158 km as stated in the ABB’s preliminary report. It must be noted that the 

cable between 2nd and 3rd stations is neglected in the model due to the fact that Ostra 

Skargarden wind farm expected to be connected to the «Finnish» cable through the 

HVAC-HVDC converter station situated on the Sottunga island and the possible 

distance is rather short (5-6 km approximately).  
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Figure 6.26.                     Multiterminal VSC-HVDC with DC cables in PSCAD. 

 

In the Figure 6.27 there is VSC-HVDC converter station model which includes 

converter transformer, AC filter, reactor and 6-pulse bridge with capacitor banks. To 

simplify PSCAD model and approach of control it is decided to use a single 6-pulse 

bridge model instead of 12-pulse bridge based converter. As the total transmission 

capacity of the DC line is 106,5 MVA the transformer capacity is chosen to be slightly 

higher - 110 MVA. The harmonics on the AC side of the 6-pulse converter will be of 

the orders: n = 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 etc. In the process of case simulations 3, 5, 7 and 

29, 31, 35, 37 harmonics were identified with a help of built-in Online Frequency 

Scanner. Generally, implementation of the passive high-pass filters, especially 

second-order filters, allows to avoid the high order harmonics and mistune or 

resonance issues while pass band is kept rather wide. As a rule tuned filters has no 

optimal Q-factor value and from the engineering practice typical value of the quality 

factor Q is between 0.5 and 5 [32]. 
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Consequently, the parameters of the second-order high-pass AC filter for the VSC-

HVDC system are:  

 Q-factor – 0,5. 

 cut-off frequency – 250 Hz. 

 reactive power of 1 phase – 10 MVar. 

 phase voltage – 60 kV. 

 

Figure 6.27.                      VSC-HVDC converter station model in PSCAD. 

The block diagram of the VSC-HVDC control system is shown in the  Figure 6.28. 

There are outer and inner loops, Park transformation blocks to utilize dq reference 

frame for control purposes and PWM.  

 

Figure 6.28.                         Block diagram of the VSC-HVDC control system. 
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In this scheme the fundamental 3-phase voltages and currents transform to dq 

variables for PI controllers for steady-state error elimination and then transfer through 

dq-abc block to provide signal for PWM [24].  

6.11.1 PLL block in PSCAD 

The PLL technique is used for synchronizing purposes to control thyristor operation 

and power flow across the converter. In this scheme PLL is phase locked on the phase 

A by setting the q-axis voltage to zero and the phase angle is obtained by sum integral 

of the reference frequency and PI output variable. The output is used to synchronize 

the d-q reference frame with the AC source voltage and to provide feedback variables 

which responsible for active and reactive power control. 

6.11.2 Mathematical background of Park transformation in HVDC systems 

The combination of outer and inner control loop techniques defines the vector control 

system where the first controls the active power flow and the second controls the 

voltage on DC side.  

Hereafter, there are additional basic equations represented below for better 

understanding of the vector control principle of VSC-HVDC system. According to 

Kirchoff’s voltage law the voltage at the AC side can be expressed by the Equation: 

𝐸𝐴𝐵𝐶 = 𝐿 ∙
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝐴𝐵𝐶 + 𝑣𝐴𝐵𝐶 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝑖𝐴𝐵𝐶                             (6.11) 

Where 𝐸𝐴𝐵𝐶- AC grid voltages, 𝑖𝐴𝐵𝐶 – 3-phase grid currents, 𝑣𝐴𝐵𝐶  – 3-phase voltage 

before the converter, 𝑅 and 𝐿 – resistance and inductance between the AC system and 

converter. 

Applying abc-dq transformation the voltage Equations are: 

𝐸𝑑 = 𝐿 ∙
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑑 − 𝜔 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑖𝑑 + 𝑣𝑑 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝑖𝑑                         (6.12) 

𝐸𝑞 = 𝐿 ∙
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞 + 𝜔 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑖𝑞 + 𝑣𝑞 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝑖𝑞                          (6.13) 
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Where 𝜔 –  AC system frequency in rad/s. 

It should be noted that the components 𝜔 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑖𝑑 and 𝜔 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑖𝑞 represent cross coupling 

between d and q axis. This connection makes difficult to apply separate active and 

reactive power control.  

For instance, when control system changes 𝑖𝑞 to achieve reactive power control it has 

an impact on 𝑣𝑑 and active power also changes. Hence these components are fed to 

the d and q axis controllers of the inner loop consequently. 

Converter’s power can be represented by the next Equation: 

𝑃𝑑𝑞 =
3

2
∙ (𝑣𝑑 ∙ 𝑖𝑑 + 𝑣𝑞 ∙ 𝑖𝑞)                                       (6.14) 

In case of steady-state power of AC system equals power at the DC side of the 

converter: 

𝑃𝑑𝑞 = 𝑃𝐷𝐶 = 𝑉𝐷𝐶 ∙ 𝐼𝐷𝐶                                               (6.15) 

Further, the DC current can be derived from the above equation: 

𝐼𝐷𝐶 =
𝑃𝑑𝑞

𝑉𝐷𝐶
=

3∙(𝑣𝑑∙𝑖𝑑+𝑣𝑞∙𝑖𝑞)

2∙𝑉𝐷𝐶
                                           (6.16) 

The current limits Iqmax, Iqmin, Idmax, Idmin for inner and outer control loops are 

calculated according to the next equations [33]: 

𝐼𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐼𝑞 𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ±
4

3
∙ 𝐼𝐷𝐶 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ±

4

3
∙ 0,627 = ±0,836 𝑘𝐴 (6.17) 

𝑉𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑞 𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ±√
2

3
∙ 𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ±√

2

3
∙ 104 = ±85 𝑘𝑉   (6.18) 

Where 𝐼𝐷𝐶 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 and 𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 (on the LV side of the transformer) are taken from the 

Table 6.4. 
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6.11.3 Outer control loop 

The outer control loop is represented in the Figure 6.29. The integer signal OnOff is 

used for system switching. The PLL block defines Theta signal for abc-dq 

transformation of the voltages on the AC side to d-axis then the reference power 

divides by this value, multiplies by transformer ratio and goes through hard current 

limiter to define the reference current Id. Than the difference between rated AC side 

voltage and measured value in p.u. comes to the input of the PI controller which in its 

turn generates the reference current Id. Both Iq and Id currents than transfer to the 

inner control loop.  

 

Figure 6.29.     Outer control loop with AC current, active power reference signal generation and PI-

controller settings. 

 

6.11.4 Inner control loop 

Before implementation of the inner controller 3-phase voltages and currents are 

transformed to the dq reference frame according to the figure. Also, there is a control 

block which defines the value of DC reference voltage basing on the control signal 
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«DBlk». Namely, if the signal equals «1» that means that DC voltage control feature 

is active, but in case of «0» the reference value will be equal to the actual measured 

DC voltage passed through real-pole low pass filter. The scheme of the inner 

controller in PSCAD is shown in the Figure 6.30-6.31. 

 

Figure 6.30.  Abc-dq blocks for 3-phase voltages and currents and the DC reference control block. 

The principle of the controller is based on the comparison of the measured current to 

the reference current: the difference between these values transmits to the input of PI 

controller and then cross coupling compensation is implemented according to (6.12-

6.13).  

For the purpose of maintaining VSC-HVDC station in the linear region modulation 

index limiter was implemented as the magnitude of the converter voltage is linearly 

dependent function of the direct voltage over capacitors: 

|𝑈𝑝ℎ| =
𝑉𝐷𝐶

2
∙ 𝑚𝑎                                              (6.19) 

Where |𝑈𝑝ℎ| is the peak phase value of the converter voltage [V], 𝑉𝐷𝐶 is the DC 

capacitors voltage [V], ma is the ratio between the sine wave modulation amplitude 

and carrier triangular wave amplitude or modulation index which is kept in the interval 

[0;1]. 
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It should be mentioned that to achieve active power control instead of DC voltage 

control the signal IdrefDC is replaced by the signal IdprefP. Because there is no 

unified methodology of defining PI controller proportional gain and integral time 

constant these values were derived with a help of the simplex method [34]. 

 

 

Figure 6.31.      Inner control loop, modulation index limiter with dq-abc block for PWM reference 

signal generation and PI-controller settings. 

6.11.5 PWM modulation block in PSCAD 

Generally, VSC-HVDC utilizes pulse-width-modulation (PWM) as a basic principle 

of thyristor control. To obtain PWM signal sinusoidal reference wave compares to the 

triangular waveform as shown in the Figure 6.32: when the red sine wave is greater 

than a saw tooth waveform (green), the PWM signal (blue) is in high state. Otherwise 

it is in the low state. To a word, triangular waveform signal is used because a center 

aligned PWM signal has fewer harmonics than an edge aligned PWM signal. It is 

necessary to mention about the frequency of the carrier waveform. The harmonic 

content is related to the ratio fsine/fPWM, so it is possible to omit tripled harmonics 

choosing frequency modulation index to be dividable by three and an odd number. 

Also, increasing switching frequency helps to avoid harmonic content but on the other 

side there is a problem of the increasing switching losses.  
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Figure 6.32.                                               PWM technique. 

 

Thereby, the VSC can generate voltage waveform independently from the AC side. 

PWM technique influence the average output voltage within switching period and 

provides independent instant control of active and reactive power flow through the 

converter station. Active power flow is controlled by voltage phase angle at the 

fundamental frequency and reactive power flow is achieved by tuning voltage 

magnitude at the fundamental frequency across the phase reactor. As it was mentioned 

before, the VSC technology allows to operate in all 4 quadrants while maintaining 

desired DC voltage. Moreover, converter’s voltage rating or power level of 

transmission doesn’t influence reactive power response which is controlled by 

changing AC voltage [35]. 

Figure 6.33 shows that two types of signals are compared to each other within 

interpolated firing pulses block. Then two output signals being sent from the block to 

the corresponding thyristor. The first signal is responsible for turning on/off and the 

second one is used for interpolation procedure that defines an exact time of switching. 
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Figure 6.33.                        PWM technique for thyristor control in PSCAD. 

 

6.12 Fingrid HVDC requirements  

6.12.1 Frequency variation 

The frequency at the Finnish substations should be kept in the range of 49,9 to 50,1 

Hz. Additionally, HVDC coverter station should be capable of maintaining operation 

with full power within the range of 49 to 50,3 Hz. Also, HVDC connection should be 

able to overcome disturbances with 30-minute duration with frequency range of 47,5 

to 49 ot 50,3 to 53 Hz. It is permitted to reduce the active power by 10%. However, it 

should be noted that the voltage variations can be caused by frequency variation and 

vice-versa.  
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6.12.2 Properties of the AC voltage at the 110 kV connection points 

At the 110 kV substations of the Finnish national grid, the objective is to keep the 

voltage within the optimum range of 110 to 122 kV. By the way HVDC station must 

operate without interruption in the range of 105 to 123 kV. Also, HVDC connection 

should be able to overcome disturbances with 30-minute duration with the voltage 

range of 100 to 105 kV. The 10 minute average of negative sequence component of 

voltage in three phase system will be below 2 %, but short time values may exceed 

this level. Maximum level of the total harmonic distortion of voltage in the 110 kV 

grid shouldn’t exceed 3% from the root-mean-square at the connection point [36]. 

6.12.3 Filtering of harmonics and compensation of reactive power of the link 

The reactive power compensation and filtering shouldn’t cause a voltage variation 

more than 3% at the connection point. It should be noted that the maximum capacity 

of a single bank shouldn’t exceed 80 Mvar, but larger unit is possible if the connection 

allows to utilize it. However, the amount of reactive power taken or fed into the AC 

system must be 8% of the nominal power of the HVDC [37]. 

6.13 General grid requirements 

6.13.1 Frequency variation 

Electrical grid of the Åland Islands submit to the integrated electronetwork standard 

of the Scandinavian countries of Nordel which includes Norway, Sweden, Finland, 

east Denmark and Iceland. All generators connected to a network have to meet to the 

minimum number of requirements for ensuring reliability and quality of power 

supply. In this section the requirements relating only to the normal network operating 

modes are considered. 
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6.13.2 Wind farm requirements  

Because of the high rate of development of wind power all wind farms must comply 

with a number of the following rules: 

 Operation at the frequency deviation in the range 49-50.5 Hz (normal level) 

and 47.5 - 52 Hz (maximum level) 

 Operation with voltage deviations of ± 10% and power factor cosφ = ± 0.91 

 Control of the active power (wind turbines should not reduce the generation 

of electricity at a low frequency, ie should provide frequency regulation) 

 Control of reactive power (allowable range of reactive power control is ± 5% 

of the active component) 

 The maintenance of the generator mode in the case of voltage dip up to 85% 

of the rated value at the point of connection with the failures and deviations 

from normal operation mode. 

Permissive operating modes for wind farms at the frequency and voltage deviation 

from nominal regimes are shown in the Figure 6.34 [38]. 
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Figure 6.34.      Permissive operating modes for wind farms at the frequency and voltage deviation 

from nominal regimes. 

 

Zone A - normal operation without derating. 

Zone B - power reduction is permissible for a half-hour duration of the operation in 

this area: the maximum decrease of 0% at a frequency of 49 Hz and 15% at a 

frequency of 47.5 Hz (permissible decrease is linearly interpolated between the 

frequencies). 

Zone C - permissible power reduction of 10% at the half-hour duration of the 

operation in this area providing that no more than 10 hours occured per year if the 

reduction does not affect the possibility to continue the operation with the initial 

power level at lower frequencies below 50.3 Hz. 
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Zone D- permissible power reduction of 10% for a hour duration of operation in this 

area. 

Zone E – large power reduction is permitted within 3-min duration in this area. 

6.13.3 Requirements for reserve gas turbines  

 Speed of increase/dumping of power has to be not less than 40% from nominal 

value in 1 minute. 

 At operation minimum possible power is needed to be at least 10% of the 

nominal value. 

 The maximum time of deployment of a reserve shouldn't exceed 10 minutes. 

 Power factor has to be in limits cos𝜑 = ±0.8. 

6.13.4 European regional standard EN 50160: 2010  

This European standard applies to low-voltage networks LV (up to 1 kV) and medium 

voltage MV (1-35 kV and above). The main regulations of the standard are presented 

in the Table 6.5. Since only the normal steady state analysis is considered in this 

research then the first two parameters of 11 were examined [39]. 

Table 6.5.                                Basic regulations of EN 50160: 2010. 

№ Parameter   

1 Frequency 

The average value measured in an interval of 10 s 

+/-1%(49,5-50,5 Hz) 99,5% of time within a week 

-6%/+4% (47-52 Hz) 100% of time within a week 

2 Voltage magnitude 
+/-10% 95 % of time within a week (mean square 

value of 10 min. measurements) 
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7 Case studies evaluation in PSCAD 

The results of the simulations were analyzed according to the Fingrid and Nordel 

requirements. The main scheme of electrical grid with existing and planned wind 

farms, gas turbine reserve, power lines, electrical loads, multiterminal VSC-HVDC 

system and other components is presented in Appendix II. According to the scheme 

VSC1 (reffered to the village and Marienhamn) maintained DC voltage while VSC2 

(reffered to Finland) and VSC 3 (referred to the archipelago) controlled power flow 

and AC voltage. It should be noted that each case was considered with both Sweden 

and Finland energy system under operation without and with gas turbine reserve (in 

case when wind generation is insufficient to cover the load and Sweden power system 

is switched off).  

The situation when the Islands simultanelously isolated from both Finland and 

Sweden is not considered because according to international practice wind farms does 

not provide guaranteed capacity. In addition to that the installed capacity of the 

reserve half times less than the total maximum peak load of the Åland Islands power 

system. In fact, this case is regarded as the emergency mode and causes outages. 

The strongest power grid nodes are: Mariehamn, Hellesby, Godby and Brando. 

Stability of the first three explained due to the proximity to the substation Tingsbacka 

and reserve gas turbines. Stability of the latter caused by the proximity to the Finland 

grid. 

It should be noted that in power supply systems of the cities with household loading 

the compensating devices usually aren't installed. The next equipment can be used to 

compensate reactive power: static condensers with rated voltage under and over 1 kV, 

synchronous generators which can generate or consume reactive power when 

overexcitated or underexcitated. Currently, the role of the compensator belongs to the 

gas turbine reserve as well as wind generators (locally) and multiterminal VSC-

HVDC system (generally on the main busbars). 
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For a fuller understanding of processes it should be noted that: 

 If the network suddenly run short of reactive power, the steady state does not 

come, as it does in the case of reducing the consumption of reactive power. 

With a deficit of reactive power voltage of the generator is reduced due to the 

increase of the voltage drop in the reactive elements of the network. Therefore, 

the reactive current of the machine is also increased. As a result generated 

active power exceeds the desired value and the resulting excess capacity leads 

to faster rotation of the synchronous machine. 

 The absence of the necessary reserve of active power can be followed by a 

decrease in frequency. Continuous operation with reduced speed is 

unacceptable. The deficit of active power increases as well as deficit of 

reactive power which can not only lead to the frequency of avalanche, but also 

to the voltage collapse and violation of the entire power supply system. 

It was figured out that the most significant simulation cases from the Table 5.11 are: 

1st, 3rd, and 4th (see Table 7.1). It should be mentioned that Sottunga, Kumlinge, 

Brando load and wind farms № 5, 8, 9, Ostra Skargarden are reffered to the 

archipelago. Obviously, the largest impact of wind power on the power system is 

derived in the next situation: when there are weak wind conditions either in eastern or 

western part of the Islands provided that the consumer load exceeds the power reserve. 

In this case it is necessary to carry out the optimal distribution of power via VSC-

HVDC converter station control signal adjustment in order to maintain voltage levels 

in accordance with the standards. Moreover, even in the abovementioned case excess 

wind power can be transferred to Finland except for the part that goes to reduce the 

deficit of the main area. 
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Table 7.1.                                The most significant simulation cases. 

1 3 4 

Load, MW Load, MW Load, MW 

The village and 

Marienhamn 
Archipelago 

The village and 

Marienhamn 
Archipelago 

The village and 

Marienhamn 
Archipelago 

53,91 4,78 31,60 2,79 36,25 3,21 

Wind power capacity, MW Wind power capacity, MW Wind power capacity, MW 

32,79 106,14 0,607 106,16 34,51 0,00035 

Balance, MW Balance, MW Balance, MW 

-21,12 101,36 -30,99 103,36 -1,74 -3,21 

Deficit Suprlus Deficit Suprlus Deficit Deficit 

 

Simulation results of the each case are shown in the form of UDC, UAC, P, Q, id, iq 

curves for all VSC-HVDC terminals (see Figure 7.1, 7.3, 7.6). The network 

parameters are divided by categories: load, wind farms, multiterminal VSC-HVDC 

parameters, gas turbines, Sweden and Finland systems (see Figure 7.2, 7.4, 7.5). As 

can be seen from the Q curves, there is an excess of reactive power and overvoltage 

on the VSC-HVDC terminals due to the small transient associated with the beginning 

of generator and VSC-HVDC control system operation. By the way this transient 

continues no more than 0,2 - 0,3 s and then steady state is obtained.  

 In the 1st case there is a high load in the whole area of the Islands. On the other 

hand, the available wind power capacity allows to cover the deficit in the 

village and Marienhamn part by injection of ative power through the 1st VSC 

terminal while the 3rd terminal consumes a part of active power from Ostra 

Skargarden wind farm and the rest of it transfers to the Finland system through 

the 2nd terminal. It should be noted that when any terminal consumes active 

power it injects reactive power in the system and vice versa to maintain the 

frequency and voltage at desired levels. 

 In the 3rd case the load is close to the average, but there is almost no available 

wind power in the western part of the Islands which causes huge deficit to be 

covered by Sweden system or the 1st VSC terminal. However, as in the 1st case 

available wind power is distributed through multiterminal VSC-HVDC 
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stations with export of the excess wind energy to Finland without any 

difficulty.  

 In the 4th case Sweden system is switched off. Additionally there is no wind 

in the archipelago. By the way, the wind power capacity of the western part is 

sufficient to cover all the needs with a little help of gas turbine 

reserve.Therefore, steady state is supported by wind farm’s optimal power 

flow distribution provided by the active power consumption at the 1st terminal 

and injection from the 2nd and 3rd terminals into the archipelago with a support 

from the gas turbine reserve. 

It should be noted that in all modes network frequency remains within the area A 

(Figure 6.34). Wherein the power ratio is within the predetermined range and the share 

of the total harmonic distortion of the voltage at all terminals in all modes does not 

exceed 3%. The exception is when there is a shutdown of one of the VSC-HVDC 

terminals or the Sweden power system. When an existing generation is not enough to 

cover peak loads, and wind energy can not be reallocated effectively, some parts of 

the network may experience voltage deviation of more than 10%. In the real situation 

it will inevitably lead to the shutdown of the load. It is recommended to use hybrid 

systems and store excess wind energy by generating gas in special storage facilities 

or ultilize available solar energy, which in this paper is not considered. 

In some simulation cases the steady-state stability of the network were compromised 

when disabling Sweden energy system due to the simplification of the developed 

model and non-use of automatic frequency load shedding, automatic load transfer and 

other automation systems as well as relay protection. 

Generally, multiterminal VSC-HVDC has no negative impact on the system and 

supports voltage on the busbars. Moreover, in the presense of effective control by 

system operator it is possible to avoid outages or post-emergency conditions that 

previously led to outages in western and central part of the Islands, especially in 

winter. 
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Figure 7.1.                                                                         Multiterminal VSC-HVDC parameters (1st case).
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Figure 7.2.                                           System parameters (1st case).
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Figure 7.3.                                                                     Multiterminal VSC-HVDC parameters (3rd case).
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Figure 7.4.                                           System parameters (3rd case). 
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Figure 7.5.                                                                     Multiterminal VSC-HVDC parameters (4th case). 
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Figure 7.6.                                           System parameters (4 th case). 
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8 Conclusion 

In this paper the wind resources of the Åland Islands were analyzed with respect to 

the main wind power indicators. Development of the existing and planned wind farms 

was determined taking into account climatic factors, micro and macro-relief by 

creating a computational model in the WAsP software program. 

It was figured out that WAsP can be used for wind energy calculations in the 

framework of project activities for the preliminary assessment of wind farm 

development as well as scientific research, provided that: 

 Time series of observations of wind speed and direction have a minimum 

number of errors, omissions and repetitions: the availability of measurement 

data more than 90%, the measurement period is more than 12 months. 

 The actual vertical wind profile is logarithmic. Topography is well defined: 

the area near the meteostation and wind farms is covered with contour lines 

within a radius of 20-km with an interval of 10 meters. Moreover, increase in 

accuracy can be achieved by implementing an interval of 5 meters within a 

radius of 5 km around the point of interest.The inner and outer contours of the 

roughness lines are set in accordance with the WAsP classification within a 

radius of 20 km from the object under consideration. To increase the accuracy 

of calculations the roughness of the terrain map outline is recommended to be 

set manually, using data from the topographical maps, e.g. Google Earth. 

 Wind farm is situated within representativeness mast of meteostation (10 km 

for simple terrain and 2 km for complex terrain), otherwise additional tools, 

such as electronic national wind atlas for the correction of the WAsP wind 

atlas should be implemented. 

 Wind turbine power curves correspond to the actual air density at the height 

of the hub. 
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On the basis of the data obtained from the WasP calculations, the speed of the wind 

turbine was recalculated to the hub height with respect to the Finnish Meteorological 

atlas.  

Further, the analysis of the energy system of the Åland Islands was performed on the 

basis of the real data on energy systems, overhead lines, HVDC, transformers, gas 

turbine reserve and static electric loads. With a help of PSCAD software a simplified 

model of the electric grid with additional control schemes for generators and 

multiterminal VSC-HVDC converter stations was developed.  

As a result, this research shown that wind generation asynchronity of the planned large 

wind farms located in the distance from each other can be compensated by using VSC-

HVDC technique which allows to generate or consume reactive power regardless of 

the transmitted active power. For instance, when heavily loaded power lines generate 

reactive power, the VSC - HVDC stabilizes AC network by the consumption of 

reactive power. At rated load compensation of reactive power is not required. When 

the load increases VSC-HVDC generates reactive power to the system to maintain 

desired voltage levels. It should also be noted that in contrast to traditional 

compensation equipment VSC - HVDC has a maximum compensation capability that 

can prevent cascading outages involving voltage and frequency avalanche. 

With the development of modern industrial electronics and technology of high-

voltage DC transmission it becomes possible to integrate renewable energy sources 

with a large share in the total production of electricity up to 100% or higher (in the 

presence of a large energy storages). Presence of the HVDC in the power system of 

the Åland Islands allows to maintain power quality in the network in accordance with 

the standards of Nordel as well as EN 50160: 2010, to reduce power losses and export 

excess wind energy to Finland. In addition to that, VSC-HVDC technique helps to 

maintain system stability in case of outage on the Sweden side and scheduled 

maintenance of reserve gas turbines by optimal distribution of power flow between 

connection points. Obviously, utilization of this technology along with 
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implementation of efficient energy storage will further increase the share of wind 

generation and energy independence of the region. 

It should be emphasized that developed model of the Åland Islands grid is simplified, 

and the results reflect only general behavior of the system. To improve the accuracy 

of simulation results in further studies it is recommended to use a more complex 

network model based on different types of generators and control systems, the actual 

load curve, tap changers of transformers, relay protection and automation. It is also 

recommended to investigate the emergency operating modes and transients caused by 

short-curcuits and overvoltages. 
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Appendix I 

 

Figure.           Frequency distribution of mean wind speed by sector 3 meteostations (for the whole 

period of measurements 2008-2014). 
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Figure.           Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by sector for Market meteostation. 
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Figure.         Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by sector for Nyhamn meteostation. 
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Figure.      Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by sector for Kumlinge meteostation. 
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Figure. Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class for Market meteostation 

 

 

Figure. Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class  for Nyhamn meteostation 

 

 

Figure. Yearly frequency distribution of mean wind speed by class for Kumlinge meteostation 
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Table.                                                                       Recalculation of the wind generator power curves. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

р = 1,250 kg/m3 р = 1,253 kg/m3 р = 1,240 kg/m3 р = 1,240 kg/m3 р = 1,251 kg/m3 р = 1,242 kg/m3 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

 V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

V, 
m/s 

N, 
kW 

V*., 
m/s 

N*., 
kW 

5 22,60 4,97 23,70 3,5 2,10 3,48 2,31 5 30,4 4,98 31,43 2 0 1,99 0,01 2 0 1,99 0,04 2 0 1,99 0,01 

6 59 5,96 60,67 4 7,10 3,98 7,42 6 77,3 5,97 78,82 3 1,7 2,99 1,87 3 4,37 2,99 4,63 3 1,7 2,99 1,87 

7 105 6,96 107,51 5 20,50 4,97 21,04 7 135 6,97 137,20 4 14,7 3,98 15,17 4 18,87 3,95 19,41 4 14,7 3,98 15,17 

8 164 7,95 167,71 6 38,30 5,96 39,16 8 206 7,96 209,17 5 41,4 4,98 42,24 5 40,39 4,97 41,25 5 41,4 4,98 42,24 

9 233 8,93 238,38 7 61,90 6,96 63,19 9 287 8,95 291,37 6 79,6 5,97 81,09 6 69,36 5,96 70,93 6 79,6 5,97 81,09 

10 308 9,91 314,72 8 92,20 7,95 94,13 10 371 9,93 376,28 7 135,8 6,97 138,02 7 112,1

9 

6,95 114,44 7 135,8 6,97 138,02 

11 381 10,89 387,78 9 128 8,93 130,65 11 450 10,92 455,34 8 207,5 7,96 210,93 8 165,3

8 

7,95 169,35 8 207,5 7,96 210,93 

12 440 11,86 445,30 10 165 9,91 167,85 12 514 11,90 518,45 9 295,4 8,95 301,11 9 236,8

9 

8,92 243,96 9 295,4 8,95 301,11 

13 478 12,84 480,52 11 196 10,89 198,30 13 558 12,89 560,75 10 405,2 9,93 412,07 10 328 9,92 335,81 10 405,2 9,93 412,07 

14 494 13,83 494,85 12 216 11,86 216,98 14 582 13,88 583,48 11 508,1 10,92 513,38 11 396,6

4 

10,84 406,11 11 508,1 10,92 513,38 

15 499 14,82 499,18 13 223 12,84 223,32 15 594 14,87 594,53 12 571,4 11,90 574,29 12 465,1

5 

11,85 470,93 12 571,4 11,90 574,29 

16 500 15,81 500 14 225 13,83 225 16 598 15,86 598,28 13 600 12,89 600 13 495,9

5 

12,83 496,68 13 600 12,89 600 

17 500 16,80 500 15 225 14,82 225 17 600 16,85 600 14 600 13,88 600 14 500 13,81 500 14 600 13,88 600 

18 500 17,78 500 16 225 15,81 225 18 600 17,84 600 15 600 14,87 600 15 500 14,80 500 15 600 14,87 600 

19 500 18,77 500 17 225 16,80 225 19 600 18,83 600 16 600 15,86 600 16 500 15,78 500 16 600 15,86 600 

20 500 19,76 500 18 225 17,78 225 20 600 19,82 600 17 600 16,85 600 17 500 16,77 500 17 600 16,85 600 

21 500 20,75 500 19 225 18,77 225 21 600 20,82 600 18 600 17,84 600 18 500 17,76 500 18 600 17,84 600 

22 500 21,74 500 20 225 19,76 225 22 600 21,81 600 19 600 18,83 600 19 500 18,74 500 19 600 18,83 600 

23 500 22,72 500 21 225 20,75 225 23 600 22,80 600 20 600 19,82 600 20 500 19,73 500 20 600 19,82 600 

24 500 23,71 500 22 225 21,74 225 24 600 23,79 600 21 600 20,82 600 21 500 20,71 500 21 600 20,82 600 

25 500 24,70 500 23 225 22,72 225 25 600 24,78 600 22 600 21,81 600 22 500 21,70 500 22 600 21,81 600 

    24 225 23,71 225     23 600 22,80 600 23 500 22,69 500 23 600 22,80 600 

    25 225 24,70 225     24 600 23,79 600 24 500 23,67 500 24 600 23,79 600 

            25 600 24,78 600 25 500 24,66 500 25 600 24,78 600 

7 8 9 10 Langabba Ostra Skargarden 

р = 1,245 kg/m3 р = 1,253 kg/m3 р = 1,252 kg/m3 р = 1,243 kg/m3 р = 1,241 kg/m3 р = 1,250 kg/m3 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

р = 1,250 kg/m3 р = 1,253 kg/m3 р = 1,240 kg/m3 р = 1,240 kg/m3 р = 1,251 kg/m3 р = 1,242 kg/m3 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

 V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*., 

m/s 

N*., 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*,, 

m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*,, 

m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*,, 

m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW V*,, m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*,, 

m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

V, 

m/s 

N, 

kW 

V*,, 

m/s 

N*,, 

kW 

2 0 1,99 0,02 2 0 1,99 0,04 4 2,9 3,97 4,02 1 0 1 0,01 4 77 3,98 79,73 4 77 3,97 80,10 

3 1,70 2,98 1,94 3 4,37 2,99 4,63 5 43,8 4,97 45,62 2 2 1,99 2,14 5 190 4,97 194,93 5 190 4,97 195,59 

4 14,70 3,98 15,35 4 18,87 3,95 19,41 6 96,7 5,96 99,55 3 18 2,99 18,50 6 353 5,96 361,27 6 353 5,96 362,39 

5 41,40 4,97 42,56 5 40,39 4,97 41,25 7 166 6,95 170,15 4 56 3,98 57,25 7 581 6,96 593,97 7 581 6,95 595,73 

6 79,60 5,96 81,64 6 69,36 5,96 70,93 8 252 7,94 257,99 5 127 4,98 129,49 8 886 7,95 906,83 8 886 7,94 909,67 

7 135,8

0 

6,96 138,85 7 112,1

9 

6,95 114,44 9 350 8,92 358,15 6 240 5,97 244,23 9 1273 8,93 1304,32 9 1273 8,92 1308,61 

8 207,5

0 

7,95 212,23 8 165,3

8 

7,95 169,35 10 450 9,90 459,21 7 400 6,97 403,90 10 1710 9,91 1750,05 10 1710 9,90 1755,54 

9 295,4

0 

8,93 303,27 9 236,8

9 

8,92 243,96 11 538 10,87 546,11 8 526 7,96 540,30 11 2145 10,89 2190,88 11 2145 10,87 2197,18 

10 405,2

0 

9,91 414,67 10 328 9,92 335,81 12 600 11,85 605,54 9 892 8,95 909,22 12 2544 11,86 2584,83 12 2544 11,85 2590,40 

11 508,1

0 

10,89 515,38 11 396,6

4 

10,84 406,11 13 635 12,82 637,86 10 1223 9,93 1247,51 13 2837 12,84 2857,19 13 2837 12,82 2859,92 

12 571,4

0 

11,86 575,39 12 465,1

5 

11,85 470,93 14 651 13,81 652,16 11 1590 10,92 1615,84 14 2965 13,83 2970,10 14 2965 13,81 2970,78 

13 600 12,84 600 13 495,9

5 

12,83 496,68 15 657 14,80 657,41 12 1900 11,90 1918,21 15 2995 14,82 2995,91 15 2995 14,80 2996,03 

14 600 13,83 600 14 500 13,81 500 16 659 15,78 659,22 13 2080 12,89 2097,21 16 3000 15,81 3000 16 3000 15,78 3000 

15 600 14,82 600 15 500 14,80 500 17 660 16,77 660 14 2230 13,88 2238,65 17 3000 16,80 3000 17 3000 16,77 3000 

16 600 15,81 600 16 500 15,78 500 18 660 17,76 660 15 2300 14,87 2301,32 18 3000 17,78 3000 18 3000 17,76 3000 

17 600 16,80 600 17 500 16,77 500 19 660 18,74 660 16 2310 15,86 2310 19 3000 18,77 3000 19 3000 18,74 3000 

18 600 17,78 600 18 500 17,76 500 20 660 19,73 660 17 2310 16,85 2310 20 3000 19,76 3000 20 3000 19,73 3000 

19 600 18,77 600 19 500 18,74 500 21 660 20,71 660 18 2310 17,84 2310 21 3000 20,75 3000 21 3000 20,71 3000 

20 600 19,76 600 20 500 19,73 500 22 660 21,70 660 19 2310 18,83 2310 22 3000 21,74 3000 22 3000 21,70 3000 

21 600 20,75 600 21 500 20,71 500 23 660 22,69 660 20 2310 19,82 2310 23 3000 22,72 3000 23 3000 22,69 3000 

22 600 21,74 600 22 500 21,70 500 24 660 23,67 660 21 2310 20,82 2310 24 3000 23,71 3000 24 3000 23,67 3000 

23 600 22,72 600 23 500 22,69 500 25 660 24,66 660 22 2310 21,81 2310 25 3000 24,70 3000 25 3000 24,66 3000 

24 600 23,71 600 24 500 23,67 500     23 2310 22,80 2310         

25 600 24,70 600 25 500 24,66 500     24 2310 23,79 2310         

            25 2310 24,78 2310         
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Figure.                              Western part of the Åland Islands in WAsP. 
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Figure.                              Central part of the Åland Islands in WAsP. 
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Figure.                              Eastern part of the Åland Islands in WAsP. 
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Table.                                           The main characteristics of wind on the hub height of the existing and planned wind farms in WAsP 

WIND FARM 1 
№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 8 5,8 4,3 5,4 10,7 15,9 12,7 10,8 7,1 5,1 5,7 8,3  
β,m/s 8,1 6,7 6,7 7,3 7,9 8 7,7 7,4 7,5 6,8 7,3 8,4  

α 1,79 1,56 2,2 2,41 2,11 2,19 2,38 2,41 2,54 2,12 1,93 2,07  
V0, m/s 7,17 6,03 5,9 6,46 7,01 7,06 6,84 6,6 6,62 6,03 6,43 7,44 6,75 

P, W/m2 494 349 227 272 389 385 327 291 282 246 328 474 351 
WIND FARM 2 

№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 7,8 5,5 4,5 5,9 12,2 14,8 12,9 10,9 8,1 5,1 4,5 7,8  
β,m/s 6 4,6 4,4 5 5,2 5,8 5,7 6,3 9 8,3 7,2 9,4  

α 1,66 1,53 2,3 2,17 2,08 2,14 2,26 2,33 2,73 2,3 2,02 2,26  
V0, m/s 5,34 4,12 3,9 4,41 4,64 5,1 5,02 5,59 8 7,39 6,37 8,32 5,62 

P, W/m2 224 115 62 94 115 148 135 181 473 423 305 615 227 
WIND FARM 3 

№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 6,1 5,6 5,4 8 10,2 10 14,5 14,3 7,2 5,7 6,3 6,8  
β,m/s 5,7 5,4 5,9 7,6 8 7,7 7,8 8,3 6,7 6 5,8 6,3  

α 1,88 1,77 2,2 2,52 2,56 2,41 2,38 2,47 2,42 2,03 1,97 2,06  
V0, m/s 5,07 4,81 5,2 6,72 7,1 6,84 6,94 7,4 5,92 5,33 5,16 5,59 6,3 

P, W/m2 164 150 155 295 345 322 339 401 208 177 165 201 273 
WIND FARM 4 

№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 6,1 5,8 5,8 8,1 10,1 9,4 13 15,2 7,8 5,9 6,1 6,5  
β,m/s 6,6 5,7 6,2 7,9 8,1 7,7 8,7 8,7 7,1 6,3 5,9 6,3  

α 2,06 1,87 2,3 2,66 2,68 2,55 2,47 2,6 2,54 2,14 2,08 2,16  
V0, m/s 5,89 5,09 5,5 7,02 7,19 6,82 7,73 7,76 6,34 5,59 5,21 5,56 6,61 

P, W/m2 235 168 176 324 346 305 456 444 247 193 161 190 304 
 

 

WIND FARM 5 

5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
№ Sector 6,6 5,2 5,6 7,4 9,7 12,8 13,3 13 6,9 4,6 6 8,8  
𝑡(�̅�),% 6,4 5,6 6,1 7,8 9 8,1 7,6 8,9 7,6 7,4 7,2 7,1  
β,m/s 1,79 1,46 2,1 2,37 2,21 1,92 1,83 2,15 2,36 2,27 1,87 1,88  

α 5,66 5,04 5,4 6,92 7,94 7,2 6,79 7,92 6,76 6,53 6,35 6,35 6,79 
V0, m/s 243 226 181 341 545 465 412 553 319 296 329 325 386 

WIND FARM 6 
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 

№ Sector 6,2 5,4 5,4 8,1 10,5 10,2 13,9 14,1 7,2 5,9 5,9 7,1  
𝑡(�̅�),% 8,4 5,3 5,9 7,6 8,1 7,7 8,1 8,2 6,7 8,8 7,7 8,5  
β,m/s 2,09 1,85 2,3 2,63 2,68 2,52 2,5 2,58 2,53 2,29 2,06 2,09  

α 7,43 4,73 5,2 6,78 7,2 6,88 7,19 7,26 5,93 7,79 6,79 7,53 6,85 
V0, m/s 466 136 147 295 349 316 364 366 202 496 360 484 339 

WIND FARM 7 
№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 8,1 5,5 4,4 5,5 11,8 15,1 13,7 10,4 6,4 4,7 6,1 8,3  
β,m/s 6,6 5,7 5,7 6,4 6,8 7,2 7,2 7 6,6 6,7 6,3 8,1  

α 1,77 1,72 2,5 2,4 2,28 2,37 2,5 2,61 2,6 2,22 2,09 2,13  
вV0, m/s 5,89 5,09 5,1 5,64 6,04 6,35 6,35 6,2 5,83 5,93 5,6 7,21 6,07 
P, W/m2 278 186 127 182 233 262 251 228 190 225 200 420 243 
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WIND FARM 8 

8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
№ Sector 7,1 5,4 5,4 6,9 9,2 13,2 14,1 13,2 6,4 4,3 5,7 9,1  
𝑡(�̅�),% 6,7 5,5 5,8 7,6 8,6 8,2 8,1 8,9 7,1 7,2 6,9 7,1  
β,m/s 1,75 1,43 2,1 2,34 2,18 1,89 1,78 2,12 2,34 2,23 1,82 1,83  

α 5,99 5,01 5,15 6,71 7,66 7,24 7,18 7,91 6,33 6,37 6,09 6,35 6,76 
V0, m/s 298 230 159 314 495 481 501 560 263 278 299 335 394 

 

 

 

 

WIND FARM 9 

9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
№ Sector 7 5,7 5,9 7,1 9,2 12,5 14 13,4 6,5 4,4 5,8 8,5  
𝑡(�̅�),% 6,4 5,4 6,1 7,4 8 7,4 7,7 8,6 7,1 6,9 6,4 6,6  
β,m/s 1,78 1,48 2,2 2,35 2,2 1,9 1,84 2,12 2,4 2,22 1,85 1,88  

α 5,65 4,91 5,4 6,6 7,06 6,55 6,83 7,62 6,31 6,09 5,66 5,82 6,41 
V0, m/s 244 205 167 296 385 355 416 500 255 245 234 251 327 

WIND FARM 10 
10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 

№ Sector 6,3 5,7 5,4 6,8 10,7 9,3 12 17,1 8,1 5,8 5,9 6,9  
𝑡(�̅�),% 8 7,2 6,9 9,4 10,3 9,9 9,9 11 8,8 8,2 7,2 8  
β,m/s 2,16 1,87 2,5 2,84 2,76 2,76 2,44 2,77 2,71 2,36 2,18 2,21  

α 7,05 6,39 6,1 8,39 9,13 8,78 8,81 9,75 7,81 7,24 6,39 7,06 8,14 
V0, m/s 385 331 225 532 697 620 682 847 441 389 285 380 552 

WIND FARM Langabba I,II 
№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 8,1 6 4,5 5,2 8 16,4 13 12,7 8,1 5,1 4,9 7,9  
β,m/s 8 7,5 7,8 9,2 10,2 10,3 10,4 10,1 10,1 9,1 7,8 8,9  

α 1,9 1,69 2,4 2,72 2,19 2,22 2,49 2,42 2,7 2,26 2 2,24  
V0, m/s 7,12 6,66 6,9 8,16 9,01 9,14 9,24 8,96 8,99 8,09 6,94 7,88 8,38 

P, W/m2 455 424 336 505 798 824 779 726 677 565 398 525 641 
WIND FARM Ostra Skargarden 

№ Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 All 
𝑡(�̅�),% 9,2 5,7 3,4 3,0 5,6 6,8 10,7 16,0 13,4 7,9 8,0 10,4  
β,m/s 9,9 8,0 7,6 7,9 10,4 10,6 11,1 11,3 10,8 9,6 9,8 9,8  

α 2,26 2,20 2,11 2,10 2,46 2,28 2,42 2,55 2,46 2,05 2,05 2,29  
V0, m/s 8,74 7,08 6,74 7,02 9,21 9,38 9,83 10,01 9,61 8,47 8,70 8,70 9,01 

P, W/m2 710 387 347 393 779 874 959 975 886 707 767 696 781 
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Appendix II 

Table.                                                        Static electrical loads of the Åland grid. 

Location Parameter Value Name Parameter Value 

Storby 

P, MW 4,085 

Svino 

P, MW 5,669 

Q, MWAr 0,484 Q, MWAr 0,766 

S, MWA 4,113 S, MWA 5,721 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,993 Cosfi, p.u. 0,991 

Hellesby 

P, MW 4,085 

Mariehamn 1 

P, MW 0,941 

Q, MWAr 0,484 Q, MWAr 0,056 

S, MWA 4,113 S, MWA 0,943 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,993 Cosfi, p.u. 0,998 

Vastantrask 

P, MW 5,326 

Mariehamn 2 

P, MW 3,831 

Q, MWAr 0,882 Q, MWAr 0,331 

S, MWA 5,399 S, MWA 3,846 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,987 Cosfi, p.u. 0,996 

Godby1 

P, MW 3,829 

Mariehamn 3 

P, MW 6,425 

Q, MWAr 0,426 Q, MWAr 1,225 

S, MWA 3,853 S, MWA 6,541 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,994 Cosfi, p.u. 0,982 

Godby2 

P, MW 5,564 

Ytternas 

P, MW 6,838 

Q, MWAr 0,801 Q, MWAr 0,975 

S, MWA 5,621 S, MWA 6,907 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,990 Cosfi, p.u. 0,990 

Finby 

P, MW 5,049 

Sottunga 

P, MW 2,508 

Q, MWAr 0,746 Q, MWAr 0,094 

S, MWA 5,104 S, MWA 2,510 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,989 Cosfi, p.u. 0,999 

Norrbole 1 

P, MW 4,290 

Kumlinge 

P, MW 1,670 

Q, MWAr 0,925 Q, MWAr 0,092 

S, MWA 4,389 S, MWA 1,672 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,978 Cosfi, p.u. 0,999 

Norrbole  2 

P, MW 8,857 

Brando 

P, MW 1,628 

Q, MWAr 1,971 Q, MWAr 0,096 

S, MWA 9,074 S, MWA 1,630 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,976 Cosfi, p.u. 0,998 
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Table.                                                                        Load parameters for simulation cases 

Location Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Week 11 15 38 18 50 52 

Storby 

P, MW 3,36 2,89 1,97 2,26 3,18 2,72 

Q, MWar 0,40 0,34 0,23 0,27 0,38 0,32 

S, MWA 3,38 2,91 1,98 2,27 3,20 2,74 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,993 

Hellesby 

P, MW 3,36 2,89 1,97 2,26 3,18 2,72 

Q, MWar 0,40 0,34 0,23 0,27 0,38 0,32 

S, MWA 3,38 2,91 1,98 2,27 3,20 2,74 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,993 

Vastantrask 

P, MW 4,38 3,77 2,57 2,94 4,15 3,55 

Q, MWar 0,72 0,62 0,42 0,49 0,69 0,59 

S, MWA 4,44 3,82 2,60 2,98 4,21 3,59 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,987 

Godby1 

P, MW 3,15 2,71 1,84 2,12 2,98 2,55 

Q, MWar 0,35 0,30 0,20 0,23 0,33 0,28 

S, MWA 3,17 2,73 1,86 2,13 3,00 2,57 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,994 

Godby2 

P, MW 4,57 3,94 2,68 3,07 4,33 3,70 

Q, MWar 0,66 0,57 0,39 0,44 0,62 0,53 

S, MWA 4,62 3,98 2,71 3,11 4,38 3,74 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,990 

Finby 

P, MW 4,15 3,58 2,43 2,79 3,93 3,36 

Q, MWar 0,61 0,53 0,36 0,41 0,58 0,50 

S, MWA 4,19 3,61 2,46 2,82 3,98 3,40 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,989 

Norrbole 1 

P, MW 3,52 3,04 2,07 2,37 3,34 2,86 

Q, MWar 0,76 0,66 0,45 0,51 0,72 0,62 

S, MWA 3,61 3,11 2,11 2,42 3,42 2,92 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,978 

Norrbole  2 

P, MW 7,28 6,27 4,27 4,89 6,90 5,90 

Q, MWar 1,62 1,40 0,95 1,09 1,54 1,31 

S, MWA 7,46 6,43 4,37 5,01 7,07 6,04 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,976 

Svino 

P, MW 4,66 4,02 2,73 3,13 4,42 3,77 

Q, MWar 0,63 0,54 0,37 0,42 0,60 0,51 

S, MWA 4,70 4,05 2,76 3,16 4,46 3,81 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,991 
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Location Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Week 11 15 38 18 50 52 

Mariehamn 1 

P, MW 0,77 0,67 0,45 0,52 0,73 0,63 

Q, MWar 0,05 0,04 0,03 0,03 0,04 0,04 

S, MWA 0,77 0,67 0,45 0,52 0,73 0,63 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,998 

Mariehamn 2 

P, MW 3,15 2,71 1,85 2,12 2,98 2,55 

Q, MWar 0,27 0,23 0,16 0,18 0,26 0,22 

S, MWA 3,16 2,72 1,85 2,12 3,00 2,56 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,996 

Mariehamn 3 

P, MW 5,28 4,55 3,09 3,55 5,01 4,28 

Q, MWar 1,01 0,87 0,59 0,68 0,95 0,82 

S, MWA 5,37 4,63 3,15 3,61 5,10 4,35 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,982 

Ytternas 

P, MW 5,62 4,84 3,29 3,78 5,33 4,55 

Q, MWar 0,80 0,69 0,47 0,54 0,76 0,65 

S, MWA 5,67 4,89 3,33 3,82 5,38 4,60 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,990      

Sottunga 

P, MW 2,06 1,78 1,21 1,39 1,95 1,67 

Q, MWar 0,08 0,07 0,05 0,05 0,07 0,06 

S, MWA 2,06 1,78 1,21 1,39 1,96 1,67 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,999 

Kumlinge 

P, MW 1,37 1,18 0,80 0,92 1,30 1,11 

Q, MWar 0,08 0,06 0,04 0,05 0,07 0,06 

S, MWA 1,37 1,18 0,81 0,92 1,30 1,11 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,999 

Brando 

P, MW 1,34 1,15 0,78 0,90 1,27 1,08 

Q, MWar 0,08 0,07 0,05 0,05 0,07 0,06 

S, MWA 1,34 1,15 0,79 0,90 1,27 1,09 

Cosfi, p.u. 0,969 

Всего Pсумм, MW 58,69 50,60 34,40 39,46 55,66 47,56 
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Table.                             Description of 110 and 45 kV power lines. 

110 kV Cable line Overhead line 

Name 
Crossection, 

mm2 
Material Lenght, km 

Crossection, 

mm2 
Material 

Lenght, 

km 

Sandviken-

Tellholm 
240 Cu 58,6       

Tellholm-

Tingsbacka 
      454 Al 15,7 

Senneby-

Sandviken 
400 Cu 1,8       

 Total 

length, km 
    60,4     15,7 

45 kV Cable line Overhead line 

Tingsbacka-

Mariehamn 
240 Al 1,6 236 Al 9,2 

Tingsbacka-

Godby 

      

236 Al 4,5 

Tingsbacka-

Norrböle 
236 Al 9,6 

Tingsbacka-

Hellesby 
236 Al 9,9 

Hellesby-

Storby 
240 Al 0,5 236 Al 12 

Norrböle-

Svinö 
240 Al 1,6 236 Al 20 

Godby-

Västanträsk 
      

99 Al 12,3 

Godby-

Finby 
85/14 AlFe 13,2 

Finby-

Svinö 
150 Al 4,8 152/25 AlFe 12,3 

Svinö-

Sottunga 
95 Al 9,8 99 AlFe 17,4 

Sottunga-

Kumlinge 
95 Al 13,8 152/25 AlFe 4,7 

Kumlinge-

Brändö 
150 Al 14,4 152/25 AlFe 13,2 
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Brändö-

Gustavs 
150 Al 16,6 152/25 AlFe 10,2 

Mariehamn-

Ytternäs 

delsträcka 1 

95 Al 1,9       

Mariehamn-

Ytternäs 

delsträcka 2 

240 Al 2,2       

Ytternäs-

Lilla 

Båtskär 

240 Al 15,8       

Mariehamn-

Norrböle 
240 Al 1,6 152/25 AlFe 2,6 

 Total 

length, km 
    84,6     151,1 

 

Table - Kraftnet Åland’s power station equipment 

  Transformer 
Switches 110 kV and 

45 kV, units 

Output 10 

kV line 

Equipment 

use start 

date 
  Capacity Voltage, kV 

Senneby 63 MVA 110 ± 9 x 1,67 % / 77 3 st 110 kV   2000 

  63 MVA 110 ± 9 x 1,67 % / 77       2009 

Tingsbacka 63 MVA 110 ± 9 x 1,67 % / 45 7 st 110 kV   2000 

  63 MVA 110 ± 9 x 1,67 % / 45 8 st 45 kV   2009 

Hellesby 6,3 MVA 47 ± 9 x 1,67 % /10,5 1 st 45 kV 4 st 2000 

Mariehamn 16 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 6 st 45 kV 6 st 1969 

Mariehamn 16 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5       1987 

Holken         4 st 2004 

Centrum         8 st 2012 

Norrböle 10 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 4 st 45 kV 7 st 1978 

Norrböle 10 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5       2002 

Ytternäs 10 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 2 st 45 kV 5 st 1983 

Svinö 5 MVA 45 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 4 st 45 kV 3 st 2011 

Sottunga 3 MVA 45 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 2 st 45 kV 4 st 2012 

Kumlinge 3 MVA 45 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 2 st 45 kV 3 st 1987 
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Godby 2 x 6,3 

MVA 

47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 4 st 45 kV 7 st 1998 

Västanträsk 5 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 1 st 45 kV 4 st 2011 

Finby 6,3 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 2 st 45 kV 3 st 1983 

Brändö 3 MVA 47 ± 6 x 1,67 % /10,5 1 st 45 kV 2 st 1991 

Knutsboda 2,5 MVA 47,5 ± 1 x 3,0 % / 0,66 1 st 45 kV - 1997 

Storby 6,3 MVA 47 ± 9 x 1,67 % /10,5  1 st 45 kV 3 st 2004 

  Capacity Voltage, kV Switches 20 kV 
Closing 20 

kV line 

Equipment 

use start 

date 
Lilla 

Båtskär 

16 MVA 20/47,5 ± 9 x 1,67% 1 st 3 st 2007 
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Figure.                                                                 The main scheme of the Åland power system in PSCAD.


